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Author's Note
All results and descriptions rendered in this book are based on experience gathered solely in Germany.
This means in particular that they refer to the medical, technical, physical and biochemical circumstances in Germany.
Therefore they cannot be transferred directly to the circumstances in other countries.
The neutralization of sleeping areas, computers, or telephones is not a substitute for medical consultation or treatment. In case of problems your physician should be consulted. The neutralizations are based on the experience from thousands of personal consultations, but they are not technically measurable or provable in the sense of acknowledged medical or physical documentation.
Furthermore, no guarantee can be given in any context or respect for the described methods and none of the means described should be attempted by persons who are not qualified in any of these areas.
We can make no guarantee for the correct translation of technical terminology and measuring units, since we could not find a translator for these areas. We thank you for your understanding.
And Moses struck the rock with his stick!
Or, did the stick of Moses strike the rock?
I began writing this book in January 2000 on a study trip to India. After I had combined ancient knowledge with the latest developments in science and medicine, I finished the book in Aachen, Germany, in August 2000.

My intention is to help people who are ill and also to prevent people from becoming ill.
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To provide people with a healthful place to sleep is a holy act!

My thanks to Luise Weidel for her practical summary of all the topics regarding my methods of examining and testing sleeping areas. In simple understandable words she explains the content of my seminars on geopathic zones and the human body's reactions to them. In this book she speaks of the various emissive radiation fields, their causal relation to health problems, as well as their effects in nature and at cult sites. With her ability to read the aura and her medial intuition, she has been a great help in my line of work. For many years my clients have been asking whether it is possible for me to write a book documenting my experiences, in order to help more people retain or regain their health. Here it is! Please notice especially the chapter on Geo-Safe-E®, individual frequency-adapted radiation neutralization. A big thank you to all the spiritual and human helpers. I dedicate this to all who are receptive to the role of ancient knowledge and modern science in creating a healthy environment. Special thanks to Barbara Kastrup, who translated this book into English, and to over 3000 doctors and natural healers who have successfully helped people with our neutralizations.

Dieter Schaefer

“In every culture and in every medical tradition before ours, healing was accomplished by moving energy.”

Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, 1937 Nobel Prize, Medicine
FOREWORD 2010

Increase in radiation areas in correlation with therapy methods based on actual experiences - sometimes direct, always honest, often shocking, also with humor

Dear Readers,
You happen to have received this book, probably from your therapist, who tested you for radiation in the hopes of treating you more successfully by permanently neutralizing the negative radiation fields in your immediate area.
This is our work, which we have been successfully engaged in for over 30 years, and we therefore would like to give you a better understanding of therapy relapses in connection with a weakened immune system.
The attempts of your therapist to help often fail when confronted with the comment: I DON'T BELIEVE IN THAT!
Usually I interpret this sentence in the following ways: "I have no idea how that should function; no one has ever explained the physical and bio-chemical processes to me in simple words." or "I'm not interested in hearing about such things and would like to drop the subject...!" All right, that is up to you - but then please don't expect any therapeutic research into the reasons for your problem. You can just continue to depend on one medication, which will suppress your symptoms until they again reappear.
Give yourself and us a chance for a better understanding:
If, for example, you could hear the digital radio waves in your sleeping area, which our technical instruments can produce acoustically, you would notice that they sound like falling rain. Your cells are, so to say, "dampened" by them, and the cell communication in your body is manipulated by the intruding frequencies.
A simple explanation: If you record music from Beethoven by means of a microphone, while a neighbor near you is playing loud Techno music, you will hear Beethoven on your tape with Techno in the background. Something similar occurs in your body cells when negative radiation is present. The bio-physical communication is disturbed, and your immune system suddenly reacts, for instance with allergies, unnatural cell reactions, various kinds of immunity problems - in the worst cases, even with cancer.
Forgive me, but I find it difficult to believe in "allergies" in such cases. You apparently RE-ACT in this way; however, pollen, house-dust mites, milk, etc. have existed for thousands of years. The human immune system is familiar with these frequency impulses! Could it be that your immune system is already totally occupied in dealing with the frequency impulses from the environment? And because of this, after a certain time it is so overworked that your immunity is weakened and you react to pollen or other substances allergically.
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Nevertheless - We do not claim that bio-chemistry has "failed," but rather attempt to make the following comprehensible: before anything is set in motion in cells, atoms, or other systems, there must be a bio-ENERGETICAL impulse! That's easy to understand, isn't it?

Another simple example:

When a professor from Aachen University argued that what I do is all nonsense, I asked him, "If I blow on my hand, does wind enter my brain - do we have little built-in wind canals?" The physics professor answered, "Of course not - the nervous system conducts the impulse!" I asked, "How?" He replied, "By means of extremely sensitive electrical impulses." When I asked him if he knew how strong these impulses were, he said he didn't. I replied, "I know and some doctors do as well." They are one 50,000th of a volt, which is approximately one 200,000th of the energy in a small battery!

And then I continued, "When I was a child and camping with my father in the mountains, I had trouble with my radio reception. My father said that I should touch the antenna, because I was, after all, the best antenna!" Did he lie to me? No, because when I did this, I immediately got my radio station again! Was that an illusion? Does physics (which only measures in the air and not in the body) want to claim that my "1/50,000th" volt nervous system does not react when confronted by a technical field of much stronger intensity (in bed, the office, or from a cell phone)? But - how can we therapeutically treat this physical cell manipulation?

Homeopathy looks for similar biological frequencies in plants. By taking appropriately prepared medication, your body produces contrasting frequencies. These rise, confronting each other like two (almost) identical waves in a quiet sea, and the cells are calmed down. Bioresonance machines do the same thing after bio-physical testing, by means of physically produced counter-frequencies.

But be CAREFUL! If we use our example of frequency "rain" (so-called, because it sounds like rain) made audible by means of technical equipment, then our cell will become "wet". The therapist "dries" the cell and sends it back into the RAIN, and then after a short period of time, "dries" it again.

You may have temporary success in the therapy, but because of the still-present radiation, you can be affected again. And this can go on for years - at your therapist's, who treats you "holistically." Since the effects are treated biologically, it's likely that sooner or later (after many relapses) you will change your therapist. The new one will have a DIFFERENT "dryer". And this process will continue until you yourself realize what is attacking your immune system and eliminate the cause! This is where we would like to help you.

I can pass on to you the experience that I have had in over 30 years of helping to heal people by changing the energy in their surroundings. Through ignorance, years of unsuccessful therapy can also cause the price for unsuccessful holistic therapy to become very high. Just an example: Mr. A. from H. spent 32,000 Euros for holistic
therapy with various therapists over a period of six years before he was sent to us to have his sleeping area checked and his computer and cell phone neutralized, in order to finally achieve lasting healing results.

Our conclusions in 2010:

Upon hearing the sentence, "I don’t believe in that," and "170 Euros are too expensive for an examination," I unfortunately also had to ask a few therapists, "Should I be friendly - or may I speak honestly? Does holistic therapy mean constantly selling a patient a new "bio-bandaid", or does it mean taking away the weapon that the "attacker" uses to constantly make new "wounds." On the one hand, the cell is "dried;" on the other, it is deliberately sent back into the rain."

So my dear readers: the person who gave you this book meant well! Read it when the time is right for you, in the knowledge that in this "digital radio-wave society" there is almost no place in the world where a "field diviner" can create a "radiation-free" area for you by changing the position of your bed. A technical test would quickly convince you of this.

And another point: Although France has decided that the risks of nuclear energy plants are calculable, in 2008 they removed the W-Lan Hot-Spot-Netz in Paris from all public buildings. It was made public that many complaints from users then stopped. (Schweizer Presse: K-Tip 5, 12.3.08). That should be food for thought, shouldn’t it? But in addition to our W-Lan system in Germany we are acquiring four more W-Lan frequencies in addition (soon in other countries as well), and the Tetra -Funk (radio waves) of all the public services and officials is also digital in the meantime.

AND satellites now transmit with RADAR frequencie. There is a reason for this: they get better results, since clouds are no longer a hindrance. Still more? Of course! Internet für everyone on their cell phones (in their pockets) at an increased price - but free for our electical nervous system.

The vision: no more cables - everything by means of digital radio waves - this will soon be possible. For instance, the radio waves from faxes and the reading of electric, water, and gas meters in the cities will be accomplished by means of an "energy box" connected to a small digital "radio-wave tower" in homes. This is no vision for the future; it’s already taking place. There are already car keys that constantly send out radio wave impulses, so that your car notices when you are approaching and unlocks the door. Luxury cars already have this, and others will follow. The same is being conceived for the house-key branch. You’ll soon be radiating!

At this point I’d like to thank you for your interest, but I won’t apologize for my sarcastic humor, for this and our neutralization help us look optimistically toward the future. We consider both as valuable assets. We hope to be helpful in discovering and eliminating energy blockages by means of physical testing in your surroundings. We sincerely wish you all the best.
INTRODUCTION

Long before the Dark Ages ancient secrets and knowledge were passed on to insiders chosen for their special abilities and moral integrity.

Even at the time of the Celts, cult and initiation areas were built on geopathic intersection points. Until about 200 years ago such sites were also used for churches in the West and mosques in the East.

The cathedral builders in Aachen were masters in energy manipulation, not just because they worked with cosmic mathematics in dimensions and numbers, but also because of the eight artificially-made water lines which intersect with the thermal lines in the octagon of the cathedral. Up until the present day such information has not been passed on to the general public. (In order to facilitate their manipulation?) Only a small number of people have been initiated into these secrets. Many of us experience physical and mental changes after a visit to a church or force field, which is also the reason for manipulating force fields.

Earth magnetism is a fact of physics and therefore has negative and positive poles like all magnetic fields. The electrical-magnetical system of the human body reacts to these poles by charging and discharging. This earth energy has been used since time immemorial to cure illness, mental problems, energy loss and stress, by the few who knew these secrets.

Today, if you want to build a house, you must depend on the local council for approval of a building site. And they ignore sources of disturbance such as earth rays, electrical installations and radio waves in the sleeping area.

Since the human body has a nervous system that functions electrically and a magnetic quality to the blood, both of which react to these invisible energy sources - as does the clustered structure of water in our bodies - a disturbed sleeping area can cause various illnesses.

It should be no surprise that many therapies prove ineffective if the radiation in the sleeping area is ignored. A holistic therapy checks all the physical factors that could be harmful to the body, especially to the nightly regeneration phase. Avoiding negative fields is more important than correcting them with helpful products or positive frequencies.
If someone had told me years ago that some earth rays were very unhealthy, I probably would have smiled and not believed them. But after I had had some health problems over a period of years and the doctors weren't able to help me, I had my bedroom checked and neutralized. All my health problems disappeared, and I am now thoroughly convinced. I am writing this book in the hopes of helping others with their health disorders.

With this book I am not striving for scientific perfection. It has not been written for scientists or radial aesthetists but to give information about patients to people who are not informed about these topics. For this reason I sometimes repeat important information.

The sentence, *The scientific approach is the latest development in error*, motivated me to present the results of new knowledge and experience in an easily readable style.

If you prefer reading something exciting rather than about how to stay healthy, just start with the chapter: The Past and the Present, Nature, or Cult Sites.
A team of approximately 200 independently working free geobiologists, who utilize the individual frequency-adapted radiation neutralization Geo-Safe-E®, are nationally and internationally at your disposal.
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Dieter Schaefer, a geobiologist who works with the divining rod, discovered as a young man his ability to find wells and noxious earth rays by using the rod. As a child he was able to feel earth radiation points with his hands. Since 1978 he has been working with free energies. After pursuing this as a hobby for years, helping some friends neutralize their sleeping areas, and receiving more and more requests for help from health therapists and doctors, he decided to study geobiology. This area of study includes material science, measuring techniques, and the analysis of air and substances. The latter took place in an authorized laboratory for environmental analysis.

However, not only the completion of this recognized area of study but, more important, the measurable success with patients in doctors' practices led to his full-time work with over 100 doctors and therapists. Schaefer trains people in the use of the divining rod in his own seminar center, as well as in diverse institutions for field diviners or dowsers and geobiologists. A one-week individual course is also possible for people living far away. Schaefer is a teacher of geopathology at the German Paracelsus Naturopathic Schools and is a member of several national and international research groups, and any new development in this area is integrated into his work with his clients. He is known not only in Germany, but is often requested by countries around the world to assist in helping people, looking for wells, or giving training courses. He has been asked to go to Romania, Sweden, India, Tenerife, Bali, China, the Holy Land, Norwegay, the USA, Austria, Switzerland and many other countries.

His material for the neutralization of noxious rays is sold in over 70 countries around the world, as far away as the US state of Hawaii and China. After tests by the leading German manufacturer of bioresonance machines determined that Schaefer's frequency-adjusted radiation neutralizers had a wide spectrum of effectiveness, the manufacturer included them in his program. As the response from various doctors was immediate and positive, the manufacturer offered the neutralizers to his circle of therapists internationally. By means of this connection to doctors, the successful use of Schaefer's neutralizers has spread internationally to several thousand doctors and therapists.

In addition to holding many lectures a year, Schaefer's daily routine consists of home examinations, testing work and sleep areas. At a consultation (Euro 170 per sleeping area plus tax) he systematically checks through 30 points and then discusses his
findings with the patient. The therapists not only send him patients after medical frequency examinations or relapses after homeopathic therapy, kinesiological testing, or insomnia problems, but also send patients for prophylactic reasons: to avoid illness and simplify therapeutic procedures. After every house visit, the client receives a detailed report. The doctor who referred the client receives the work report, an example of which is found in the following pages.

If someone wants a sleeping area examination which has not been ordered by a therapist, Schaefer has access to the addresses of 6000 therapists at home and abroad through his work with the producers of therapy equipment. They are then able to give a medical frequency diagnosis or provide therapy. In this way his work can be tested almost all over the world and his patients can be directed to a gentle holistic therapy.

Schaefer has had many television appearances. His sleeping area examinations were filmed, patients told about rapid healing results, and the doctors involved documented their success with his sleeping area consultations and gave medical-technical proof of his work. The fact that most of the healing resulted from the use of his neutralizers was, unfortunately, not mentioned in the reports. All the remarks of the patients about the neutralizers, as well as those shots by the camera crew, were cut from the film. It takes courage to walk anew down old pathways. However, the positive results give Dieter Schaefer and me the strength to do so.
Schaefer explains the Geo-Safe-E® system at the request of doctors at international congresses on medical frequencies and receives enthusiastic responses.

Over 430 doctors and therapists, some of whom were already working with Schaefer’s neutralizers, were very interested in the explanations of the medical and physiological connections.
Groups of doctors from all over the world request Mr. Schaefer to teach them the Geo-Safe-E system.
Dear Madam/Sir,

At the request of your patient, I hereby send you a brief report about the present condition of the patient's sleeping area, tested by technical and radial-aesthetic means. I hope in this way to contribute to the healing powers of your patient.

**GEOPATHICAL RADIATION**

- O Water lines (blue)
- O Ionising angle-radiation from a water line (blue)
- O Geological folds
- O Radioactivity........to........μS (not exceeding 0.18 μS)
- O Hartmann Lines (red)
- O Benker Lines (double red)
- O Curry Lines (green)
- O Mirror reflections on the bed
- O Magnetic anomalies O minerals (ore) O coal O hollow spaces O gas pockets
**ELECTROTECHNICAL RADIATION:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Low-frequency</th>
<th>Capacitive Coupling</th>
<th>High Frequency</th>
<th>Disturbance from bed</th>
<th>Other disturbing factors</th>
<th>To be noted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic fields (red): (should be &lt; 30 nT)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical fields (green): (should be &lt; 10 V/m)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to house grounding</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to the water pipes</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to the heating system</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radar</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>technical</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiaesthetic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulsating radiation (cell phones, radio masts)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulsating mobile home phones</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulsating wireless network router (wifi)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric blanket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric motor for mattress frame (please remove)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal bed frame (please remove)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal-spring mattress (please remove)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion of magnetic field by metal-spring mattress</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor heating</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric heating element near bed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical constructions under the bed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical constructions under the room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical constructions in adjoining rooms</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite dish near bed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy-current cables near bed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railway current (16 2/3 HZ) near bed</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer working area</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>O neutralized</td>
<td>O not neutralized</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal cell phone</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>O neutralized</td>
<td>O not neutralized</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordless home phone</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>O neutralized</td>
<td>O not neutralized</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless network router</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>O neutralized</td>
<td>O not neutralized</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*RADIATION-FREE BEDROOM AND NEUTRALIZATIONS WERE O DISCUSSED O CARRIED OUT O ADVISED O ANOTHER ROOM WAS O SUGGESTED O NOT POSSIBLE O ALSO POLLUTED*  

In checking the patient for evidence of radiation, please ask whether ALL suggested measures have been carried out.

Society of Radial Aesthetics and Geopathy St. Gallen, Switzerland  
Society of Alternative Doctors and Health Therapists Aachen, Germany
PhysicaL and Natural Aspects of Frequencies and Their Medical Symptoms

Comments of famous scientists:

Max Planck says: "...indeed, there is no matter, everything consists of vibrating energe-waves."

Albert Einstein: "What our senses experience as matter is in reality a high concentration of energy in a very small space."

The U.S. quantum physicist, David Bohm, considers matter a condensed, frozen light. "Everything is formed from energy and lives through energy. Electromagnetic waves are the transmitters of this energy and convey the information for all our body functions by means of the energy. The human body stands in close exchange with this radiating environment, because the body itself is an energy system which radiates energy. The human body not only gets its energy from the digestion of food but also absorbs energy and information from its surroundings, the cosmic and radiation fields, which is used for the organization of its life functions.

Dieter Schaefer says: "The legislator tolerates lots of toxins and radiation, BUT YOUR BODY DOESN'T!"

Before I explain the radiation fields to you, I would first like to explain why our body reacts to noxious radiation. In short, we all know that our body contains iron. But what most of us don't know is that this iron is the equivalent of 14-16 nails. The iron reacts to electro-magnetic influences in a physical manner, just as every cell and water molecule does. As iron powder it would fall into a formation caused by the magnetism.

I will give you an example. Imagine a magnet with several small iron balls clinging to it. What you are looking at is a materialized body. Therapy aims at changing those balls into a different (healthier) form. This attempt usually fails, because the energy in the magnet pulls the balls back. Holistic therapy, however, tries to harmonize the energy of the body. Using this example, it means that we change the magnetic field, not the iron balls. By changing the magnetic field, the matter can correct itself.
This explains the success of magnetic-field therapy in doctors' practices, as well as the frequent relapse in treatment if the bedroom is not neutralized or cleared of noxious magnetic radiation.

Some very negative experiences can occur, however, if a magnetic mat is used in the bed to neutralize the sleeping area. It builds an artificial field that can also block the positive earth radiation. Even if the patient's sleep and health initially improve, a relapse can follow, because the healthy positive earth radiation is partially missing. It is equally understandable that electric fields and radio waves also have an effect on the body: we don't actually see colors but only light waves, which reflect onto our eyes from the objects we observe and are then transformed behind the eye into electrical frequencies.

The way electric fields and frequencies affect the human body is just as simple to understand. Our brain and nervous system work exclusively by means of bioelectrical impulses and biochemical interaction. When this system receives external electrical or magnetic impulses, it responds, causing nerve and muscle reactions, which can also lead to cramps, pain, illness, etc. Particularly at night when the body is relaxed, the cells absorb frequency information more intensely.

The following example explains how it works. Many of you may still remember the experiment with an amputated frog leg in your biology class (sad but instructive). The frog was already dead, but if we connected two wires to the leg and used a weak current, the leg would react. This is how our body reacts to impulses.

As we know, the biochemical control system in the brain is operated by electromagnetic frequencies. If disturbed by negative rays, especially at night when our body is regenerating, it can lead to false reactions, causing negative developments ranging from allergies or illness to cancer.

If cells are exposed to radiation fields, the bioenergetic right spin of the cells is transformed into a left spin. When this happens, the pH value is upset and the body can no longer produce adequate numbers of red and white blood cells. This affects the immune system, and a negative chain reaction can occur. In all holistic cancer therapies the first measure taken is to balance the pH factor. However, the acids produced by radiation factors are often ignored. It should also be considered that conventional medicine is again treating cancer with radiation.

Today the radiation level in the sleeping area is often considerably higher than the electric current in human nerve cells because of modern furnishings in the room or adjoining rooms (also of neighbors) and the presence of radio waves everywhere.
Published reports from the USA and Sweden show that the risk of getting leukemia is three times as high if the magnetic flux density exceeds 80nT (nT = nano Tesla). Deficiencies in the immune system, allergies, sleeping disorders, pain, depression, restlessness, backaches, vegetative dystonia, tinnitus, organic illness, cancer, etc. can be partially caused by noxious earth rays and electromagnetic fields in the sleeping area and in working areas with a computer. Even the slightest impulse or combination of impulses can have an effect. The environmental stimulants from the atmosphere, earth rays, technical appliances, etc. affect our atoms and cells and then our complete body. They especially influence our nervous system, cell and gene substance, neurological system, metabolism, immune system, blood system, blood circulation. Therefore it is wise to have your sleeping area tested by a qualified geobiological specialist in order to prevent or cure illness.

Each human cell has its own microcosmos which, like the human body, functions by means of electrical impulses. Just like the power cables in our house, every single cell has its own frequency. These are just some examples, since everything has different frequencies and there are innumerable frequencies in existence.

Every activity on this earth creates oscillations or vibrations, like the waves caused by a stone falling into the water. Many stones thrown into the water at the same time produce diffuse waves on the water’s surface. Our human body is a harmonious energy field with various frequencies. However, many different frequencies from outside can cause disharmony in this healthy human energy field and create illness.

In the early days, people had intuitive feelings and instinctively avoided negative places. Natural people, like the Indians, had their reasons for sacrificing animals in order to study their inner organs. If the organs of the animals were diseased, the traveling Indians concluded that staying in that area could be harmful to them as well, and they moved on.

Everyone has heard stories of babies or small children who sleep in the corner of their beds or lie diagonally. They intuitively try to avoid negative rays, at least within the limits of their crib.

Modern man’s intuitive ability has been trained away and replaced by logic. In holistic (body and soul) healing, the goal is to avoid any medical intervention unless it is inevitable because of advanced illness. It is better to try to restore the cooperative harmony between the cells. For that reason any negative rays should be avoided at least during the regeneration phase of sleep.
THE MODERN FREQUENCY MEDICINE

The original name for a medical doctor was medicus, which means: he who leads to the center. A doctor was seen as an artist of life. A medicus knew how to lead the human body back to its healthy and harmonious frequencies.

In the last twenty years measuring techniques have become so advanced that human frequencies can be measured with electrodes and modulated by special devices. These frequencies are then strengthened or weakened, or counter frequencies are created through phase shifting. The modulated frequencies are then given to the patient, so that healing can begin.

Therefore the use of chemical preparations, which frequently produce side effects, is usually unnecessary. The effect is similar to homeopathy, which uses frequencies found in nature to re-establish balance in a person’s body. Modern frequency equipment is able to create healing frequencies to counteract the frequencies of any illness, and these are then directed to the ailing body.

In the meantime several manufacturers of these naturopathic machines can be found all over Europe. These machines are called bioresonance machines and are being used by over 100 doctors and therapists in a radius of 100 kilometers around Aachen (approximately 15,000 world-wide). The good results of bioresonance machines have been rapidly acknowledged by the alternative world of medicine. To get good and lasting results, however, the sleeping area must be cleared of negative rays and frequencies, especially during the night's regenerative phase. Such rays would not only make the therapy more difficult but could also cause illness and possibly prevent healing. Once again: since negative rays during the nightly regeneration phase affect the cells and nervous system, thereby working against every healing frequency and the homeopathic healing process, the sleeping area must be free of negative rays if there is to be rapid and permanent healing.

Therefore a good analogy for geobiology could be setting an umbrella over your bed instead of drying yourself off every day.

www.EMF-Safety.com
Measurable technical evidence of success in a bioenergetic intervention after one hour
THE HUMAN CELL AND ITS SENSITIVITY TO FREQUENCIES

As previously mentioned, the finest electrical impulses coordinate the work in individual cells as well as the interaction of the cells in the body. The nervous system and the brain are also controlled by minimal electrical current.

If we are aware that our electrical system works with less than 70 mV (mV = MilliVolt, measurement of electrical fields), then it is understandable that negative rays and electrical impulses of up to 100 V/m (volt per meter) have a destructive effect on our body, particularly when they are in the sleeping area. In addition there may also be a magnetic field. And there is often a flux density of over 500 nT in sleeping areas, the same value found under high tension power lines. (nT = nano Tesla, measurement of electromagnetic fields, named after Mr. Nikola Tesla, pioneer of our measurement technique for electricity). These high results can be caused by unwisely used electrical equipment in the bedroom, electric cables in the walls, or even by the TV or stereo of the neighbors on the other side of the wall. This greatly exceeds the medical biological limit of 5 to 10 mV and 30 nT for sleeping areas (Swedish limit SAGO: 1 V/m or 10nT). Frequently the intensity of nearby radio towers is also too high. Our electrically functioning nervous system can hardly regenerate at night because the energy flow from outside is too strong.
The functions within the body are explained on the following pages.

This view of a cell shows a naturally balanced complexity, which functions by means of bioelectrical impulses.
(Diagram of a cell, taken from „Electrosmog“ by Prof. Varga)

In case the next three pages seem too scientific, the following is a simplified version: If the human organism is healthy, all its cells communicate by means of the body’s own fine electrical frequencies in natural harmony with one another (picture on following page). However, if negative frequencies from outside penetrate the cells, the natural cell communication is disturbed. Illness results.
Bioresonance therapy can intervene in this disturbed cell frequency system, correct it, and thereby stimulate healing. At the same time the sleeping and working areas should be neutralized, so that the cells will not continue to be disturbed.

Once again in abbreviated form: magnetic reactions also occur with the iron in our blood and the clustered structure of water, comprising a large part of our bodies, if the body is exposed to either an earth magnetic field or an artificial magnetic field. The cell reacts to both! In biophysics we then speak of a left spin in the blood cells. This left spin throws the production of red and white blood corpuscles off-balance. The immune system is under attack and that can result in all kinds of illnesses. Alternative physicians have discovered a left spin in the blood cells of cancer patients.

Many patients who were diagnosed with an early stage of cancer could be healed by alternative treatments, such as regulating the pH-value and neutralizing the sleeping area. Or their condition was at least brought to a standstill. These facts alone should be sufficient to arouse interest in this matter.

Furthermore, it can be clearly seen in the dark-field microscope that chains of blood cells have been formed. The reason for this reaction is the change of the electrical charge in every blood cell, partially under the influence of magnetic fields. The blood cells look like coins overlapping each other; this makes it impossible for oxygen molecules to
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connect to them. (This is called the coin-roll phenomenon in medical terminology.) It not only results in anemia, but often causes other health problems, such as fatigue, poor concentration, a sudden feeling of weakness, listlessness, dizziness, and other symptoms.

There is an endless list of health problems caused by negative radiation in the bedroom. All doctors and therapists who work bioenergetically frequently find geopathologically caused disturbances in patients who have neurodermitis or allergies. A number of possible illnesses was already mentioned at the beginning of this text, but it should be noted that the human cell reacts in various ways to negative rays. Therefore it is difficult to give the exact cause for an illness.

The physicians and their therapies were not able to help me. But after I had my sleeping area cleared, I immediately started feeling better, and now I am completely healthy. Because of this I got very involved in this field, and I believe that the connection between health problems and negative radiation is 100% true.

Unfortunately, most people associate noxious zones in the bedroom only with physical malfunctions such as backaches and sleeping problems. However, there are many possible illnesses that can occur by means of disturbed electrical and magnetic blood functions, which are responsible for a number of health problems. But this does not
mean that harmful radiation in the sleeping area is the only cause of all health problems. The following pages with original drawings from the University of Heidelberg are included for all those who need scientific proof of the above information.

Here are some scientific facts that describe several other aspects. From the book "Electrosmog" by Prof. Dr. Varga, rtd. from the University of Heidelberg.

If an electron in its cycle (E1) is hit by a proton and therefore elevated to a higher energy level (E2), the atom (molecule) is activated. From this higher energy level (E2) the atom then returns in spiral form to its basic level. The energy difference E1 - E2 is projected in the form of light (this is the way a fluorescent tube works). This is an electrical reaction!

In its basic state (A) a hydrogen atom, for instance, has compensated (nucleus and electron) spin directions. By an additional energy quantum both spins could turn in the same direction (B). When this interaction stops, the electro-spin returns to its basic state (spin inversion) and radiates in a microwave range, 21 cm-radiation. That is how a magnet works!

This diagram from Prof. Dr. Varga clearly shows the effect of energy fields on our cells.
Possible problem areas of the body (original drawings of the University)
Particularly critical parts of the human body regarding electromagnetic fields and frequencies are:
- plasma membranes (integral protein, ion channels)
- nerve endings (ion balance - ion pump)
- synapses (neurotransmitter - for example, acetylcholin, adrenalin)
- glands (hormone level - for example, pineal gland, thyroid gland, etc.)

1. Normally the ion channels open and close their gates, depending on the amount of tension put on the regulating-system membrane. It is a certain tension regulator. It can also become active through external fields and rays.

(Also radiation in the sleeping area)

2. Normally the neurotransmitters (acetylcholin, adrenalin) are released when activated by an impulse. Such an impulse can also be induced by fields and rays.

(Adrenalin to fall asleep?)
3. Because high frequency electromagnetic rays (like light) cannot penetrate the skull very deeply and the sensitive pineal gland is in the center of the brain, the impulses induced by light and electricity can only be received through the retina of the eye.

Lower frequencies from electromagnetic fields and rays, however, can penetrate the pineal gland directly.

These scientific findings confirm the medical and geobiological experiences, as well as the increased mineral consumption in radiation fields. Furthermore:

Confusion in the Synapse
The synapse connects the nerve cells (axon to dendrit). When a neuron is charged, the aroused energy flows to the end of the axon and is passed on to the synapse. This potential, unfortunately, can also be activated by disturbing frequencies. In the synapse, because of the electrical "impulses", chemical messages (acetylcholin, adrenalin) are released through special, tiny bubbles. They push through the synaptic openings and through receptors into the dendrit, where an electric impulse is produced. This happens by means of the opening and closing of the ion channels in the nerve membranes.
Prof. Dr. Varga has tried for years to find the causes for cancer and writes:

**The Cancer Problem**

Cancer, the collective name for several kinds of malignant cell growth, is caused when changes in the genes (mutations) confuse the normal regulation of a single cell. Because of false information, these cells increase with eventual deadly consequences. These mutations can be caused by carcinogenic substances or radiation. These can produce a direct reaction (activating cell growth) or an indirect reaction (through mechanisms which control cell growth and disturb it).

There is no single cause for all types of cancer. In every individual case, several factors come together to give the cell a "starting signal" for malignant development:

- a hereditary disposition to cancer
- carcinogenic proteins
- a weak immune system
- psychological stress and shock
- chemicals
- **ionizing rays**
- too much fat (in food)
- not enough fruit, vegetables, vitamins and minerals

These are some of the causes for cancer from a scientific viewpoint, and among them are ionizing rays.
USING FREQUENCY SENSITIVITY TO WORK WITH THE DIVINING ROD

We still don't know exactly how the divining rod works; we only know that it does! Even today most wells are found by field diviners or dowsers. Because there are several different types of earth rays, the trick is to be able to differentiate between them. This can only be accomplished if a beginner has been trained for many years by an experienced field diviner. Schaefer got his experience by working with four different research groups, as well as with an experienced radial aesthetist for several years. In working with the latter, he profited from 50 years of experience with the divining rod and learned a great deal that he had not known from his work with other dowsers.

A possible explanation of how the diving rod works:
Because there is a polarization in human beings between the right and left sides of the body, the right and left hands also have different potential. If you take a divining rod in your hands and set it under mechanical tension and then walk into an earth radiation field with this built-up tension, the additional charge goes through the nerve channels to the synapses and probably creates a short-circuit, which presumably leads the rays back into the divining rod. This then puts the rod under such extreme tension that it bends. This process is very harmful to the health of the dowser, so it is advisable to neutralize the radiation after every dowsing by means of bioresonance or radiation homeopathy, by taking a shower, etc.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF NEGATIVE RADIATION IN THE SLEEPING AREA

To give an idea of the various types of radiation as well as the biochemical reaction of the human body, I will explain all the factors of a geobiological house examination on the following pages.

When a house is examined, all the earth rays are detected by a divining rod, a practice thousands of years old. All technical disturbances and radiation, including electric and magnetic fields as well as couplings and radio waves, are measured by modern technical equipment. With some of this equipment the various frequency pulsations can be made audible. As could be seen in the previously cited doctor’s report, the sleeping area is examined step by step, checking up to 30 different points.

GEOPATHY

The word GEOPATHY (contains GEOS = earth and PATHOS = suffering) means the earth energy or earth radiation that occurs through earth abnormalities and has a negative influence on our body. This negative radiation should not be confused with the positive earth radiation that human beings need to live. Geopathological radiation has various origins and effects and is therefore separately examined at sleeping area consultations.

The ancient Chinese sign for healing indicates that a human being must be connected to both poles between the cosmic radiation and terrestrial radiation in order to stay healthy and be in harmony. That means that we need the healthy, sustaining 7.8 Hz (Schumann wave length) of earth-radiant energy and many additional wave lengths, as well as the right amount of cosmic radiation, but not only solar energy. However, if we have a geopathologically caused disturbance under our bed or if nature’s rays are blocked by water lines, which have their own negative radiation, then we are not in harmony.

During World War II it was discovered that the loss of earth-radiant energy in the tanks caused the soldiers to become tired very quickly. This was due to the fact that the tanks were lined with thick metal plates. This immediately changed when a frequency generator with 7.8 Hz was installed in the tanks. For an optimal examination of the sleeping area, however, we need more refined procedures, which
will be discussed later in the book. By no means should some sort of "neutralizing mat" be laid under the bed, which might possibly block off the positive earth radiation.

Technical measurements of earth magnetic-field radiation.

1. NATURAL WATER LINES

Water lines produce the most well-known negative rays, but this is still disputed by disbelievers, although it was technically proven many years ago by scientists through ion-scintillation. (Photo: Cheddar water lines, see Some Excursions - England)

On the one hand, we have ground water; but on the other hand, almost all rain-water also seeps into the ground and flows by means of underground rivers into springs and lakes. Depending on the amount of rain, it is possible that huge amounts of water travel underground in these rivers with many wide-reaching tributaries.

One of the ecological points of criticism concerning the depth of the Garzweiler II excavation for coal came from geologists. If another lowering of groundwater in the area of Aachen, Germany, took place, all the groundwater would be withdrawn from the basin of Paris, which is four hundred kilometers away! And this, of course, would occur by means of underground waterways.

Bear in mind that seeping water cannot penetrate clay or stone. The water finds its way by forming small underground streams, which later turn into larger streams. These are commonly called water lines. The earth offers resistance to the water flow. This frictional resistance physically produces a weak electrical field through charge separation. In our research sketch the measuring needle shows an average reaction of about 10 mV. If water lines attain a certain amount and speed of flow, they can become a danger to human beings. (Remember that the energy in the human body is 70 mV!)
Aside from the electromagnetic disturbances, the water lines also possess ionizing radiation. These ions have a positive charge, which can affect human muscles and joints and be one cause of rheumatism. For example: Father Kneipp, a Catholic priest, healed rheumatism by treating the body with running water. Although this successful treatment seems medically illogical, for a radiation biologist it is totally logical, because running water is negatively charged (dipole) and rinses the positively charged ions out of the body. Frequency-oriented doctors repeatedly confirm the fact that their patients with rheumatism have problems with water lines. A water line prevents the healthy earth rays from reaching the human body and, in addition, builds up negative frequencies. Rheumatism is only one result of water-line radiation. Backaches, insomnia, cancer, allergies, headaches, fatigue (particularly in the morning) and many other syndromes can also be caused by water lines. People who have had their sleeping areas checked and have been lying directly above a water line or in the angle of radiation said, "When I get up in the morning, I feel tired." The body has to recover during the day from the negative rays in the bedroom. Problems with insomnia are often due to water lines. When the nervous system (70 mV) wants to relax, it is stimulated by an additional 10 mV to continue functioning at "working speed." Electrical impulses are activation impulses. Alongside the water line you are safe from friction-energetic radiation, but the ionizing radiation will still affect you. This radiation has the range of a 45-degree angle. Unfortunately, this angle-radiation is almost...
always ignored by field dowsers, so the patient erroneously considers himself safe if he is not sleeping directly above a water line. In this way, too, a house next to a water line can still be penetrated by ionizing radiation!

Think of how many water lines flow underground through our towns and cities (for instance through Aachen - at present drawn off by thermal baths or the mineral water factories) and you will begin to understand why there are so many patients with rheumatism.

Several centuries ago the city of Aachen was the center of the galvanizing industry, and many streams were diverted into the city center. Nowadays these streams are canalized and have buildings over them, with the result that many of them are probably flowing under bedrooms.

This is not only true of Aachen but of many other cities as well. However, these water lines are not only found in rainy countries but also in the desert because, as was previously explained, they can flow hundreds of miles. Even in the dry desert of the Holy Land Mr. Schaefer and I found water lines and wells with large amounts of water.

Hans Schroeter, a well-known field dowser from Munich, was called to the Sinai in 1996. For about 10 years, drill technicians from Germany had been trying to find water wells. Two weeks later Schroeter had found twelve new drilling locations by using the rod; nine of them had been successfully drilled by 1997.

2. GEOLOGICAL FOLDS

The tectonical pressure from the shifting of the earth plates is so intense that even the Alps are still growing five centimeters every year. All over the world there are geological folds, faults and landslides. In mountainous regions and also in the area around Aachen these can often be seen. Although one wouldn’t expect to find them in the lowlands, there are crevices and fissures here also.

Along the Nieder-Rhine plain, the Rhine rift, the largest of the recent earth folds, has left many cracks in the earth's crust. We can often see the evidence of a fold in cracks in the walls of buildings, since the earth is still moving.

Landslides caused by mining can have similar effects. The enormous pressure caused by a fold pushes the released energy upwards through the underground fold lines. The energy surfaces in a small beam of radiation, which moves the rod of a field diviner violently when he walks over this energy field. Changes in the condition of the
earth underground are constantly occurring, causing earth-quakes which then, in turn, cause changes in the condition of the earth underground. Therefore we recommend rechecking the sleeping area every three years. The illnesses that stem from such noxious sleeping areas are usually similar: backaches or pains in the joints, often leading to chronic back pain. These noxious areas can be precisely localized by an examination of the sleeping area. In addition they can cause a malfunction of the vital organs affected by the radiation. If this noxious zone is near the head, the patients complain of headaches and dizziness. The radiation coming from geological folds is the worst of the geopathic disturbances and has a direct impact on the human body.

Very rarely can a fold be seen as clearly as on this wall. You can imagine what a great force is necessary to produce such a fold, and how much influence its energy can have on your body, if your bed lies above it a frequent cause of backaches, back problems, and cancer.
3. RADIOACTIVITY (GAMMA RAYS)

Frequently folds also emanate radioactivity. Usually this radioactivity consists not only of the well-known gamma rays but also alpha and beta rays.

Radon is an alpha ray and, in its purest form, can have healing effects in concentrated small doses. In higher concentrations, however, it can be noxious. However, it is generally polluted by other disintegrating radioactive products and is therefore harmful to the health.

When the polluted radon leaves the earth, it combines with the oxygen and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and so enters the environment. And therefore, contrary to all other earth radiation, a higher intensity of radon gas can be measured in a cellar than, for instance, on the fifth floor, but it is still measurable on all the floors.

Typical radon landscapes are the Alps, the "Erzgebirge" (Ore Mountains) and the Black Forest, Germany. A high percentage exists in the Eifel region and - although one would not assume it from looking at the area - can also be found in Aachen and Eupen. The radon concentration near the Belgian border is so high that several years ago the local council of Eupen placed passive radon collectors (to measure the radioactivity) in every home for a week. The results showed evidence of cancer risks, but this information was not passed on to the citizens of Eupen.

Polluted radon disturbs the hormones and also enlarges the thyroid glands. This enlarged gland is often found in the inhabitants of southern Germany. In the Netherlands, however, you never see a person with an enlarged gland. This is not just because the sea air has a high concentration of iodine, but also because the concentration of radon radiation near the sea is less than half the medical-biological level considered to be dangerous.

Radioactivity inside the home can also be caused by materials such as the glaze on tiled floors and also the glaze on vases. (Most of the Italian tiles with a white glaze have too much radioactivity, caused by the raw material from the area.)

4. HARTMANN LINES

The Hartmann lines are lattice-structured grids covering the whole planet. They have negative effects on the health of human beings. The positive quality of this field is to keep the solar winds away, but at certain points it also has a negative effect on the human body. To prove this medically was the lifework of Dr. Ernst Hartmann. That is why the grid lines are called Hartmann Lines. Just as the distances between the
longitudinal and latitudinal lines between the North and South Poles as well as from east to west vary, so do the distances within the lattice-structured grids in the different regions of our planet. The distance between the lines is approximately seven feet in the north-south direction and about eight feet in the east-west direction. The width of the lines is usually about eight inches.

The structure shows clearly the similarity to the longitudinal and latitudinal division of our planet. Due to the terrestrial anomalies (various geological movements in the earth’s crust) the grids can also be permanently altered at any location. However, after an earthquake the grid-line structure may only be temporarily altered, and after a period of fifty hours, the structure may return to its original position. Usually the Hartmann Lines are harmless, which, however, is not true of the stronger energy lines, which lie at regular intervals from each other. These we call "Double Hartmann Lines or Benker Lines." Please avoid or neutralize them.

The points where two lines intersect should be avoided at all times because they have a negative influence on our body. These intersection points could, like all geopathologically caused disturbances, be responsible for a variety of illnesses, including cancer (left-spin)! The intersection points alternate between being positively and negatively charged.

5. CURRY LINES

Unlike the Hartmann lines, the Curry Lines are less consistent and therefore more difficult to understand. The medical study of these lines was the lifework of Dr. Manfred Curry; therefore they are often referred to as Curry Lines. This system, like the Hartmann Lines, covers the globe, but at an exact 45° angle to them. They are not lattice-structured like the Hartmann Lines but have a net-like structure. And like a thrown-out net, the spaces are irregular and partially distorted.

Normally the distance between lines is 13 by 13 feet with a line-width of 16 inches. However, it can happen that the distances vary, for instance with dimensions like 6.3 by 20 feet. It has often been observed that the lines were eight inches wide at midday and 16 inches wide again at night. Furthermore, Curry Lines have other possible variations. When, for instance, coal or ore in the earth cause a reflection of the Curry Line radiation, the structure can shift up to 13 feet at sunset and shift back again to about 11 feet when it is dark. At sunrise the same thing happens again in the direction of the sunrise, so that the night-time situation is 24 inches apart from the daytime one. For this reason it is necessary to do a kinesiological test of the person’s sleeping area after dark. (We will talk about kinesiology a little further on.)
These details indicate that the Curry Lines are not created by terrestrial radiation but cosmic radiation. Because of this, the studies of Dr. Curry were much more difficult and were more closely related to the experiences of his patients.

The impact of the Curry Lines on the human body shows up in various ways. These lines are not just harmful at intersecting points but the line itself can be particularly damaging to the nervous system and organs. One of the most destructive effects of this radiation is the attack on the human psyche, since it has the same frequency. Children often have nightmares and are afraid at night if they are sleeping on a Curry Line. Adults, too, can react in a similar way: constant negative brooding when falling asleep or upon waking, as well as depression, are typical for Curry Line patients. If you are sleeping on a crossing point, the experts refer to this as a cancer spot. They say the same about intersecting water lines and geological ruptures.

Dr. Curry also studied biometeorology (the science of weather influences on human beings) because of its great impact on people’s well-being. The spherix, which is a weather front, makes itself felt in advance from a distance of over 210 miles by energy change in the air. People who, for instance, have lost an arm or a leg or even a finger, will feel the energy change where the missing limb used to be. Sensitivity to changes in the weather is connected to the spherix and the invisible energy field of a person.

Here again we find a sign that invisible cosmic energies have an effect on our well-being. Since everyone experiences the effects differently and therefore has different reactions, Dr. Curry saw a need to research human energy structures.

Just as the ancient Chinese spoke of two types of energy, Yin and Yang, which human beings possess in varying amounts, Dr. Curry discovered that every human being has a different frequency and therefore reacts in his own way to radiation. He distinguished between people with a frequency distance (radiating from the body) of 3.9 - 12 inches,
called W-types (sensitive to a warm weather front), and people with a distance of 12.5 - 29 inches, C-types (sensitive to cold weather fronts):

After much study he was able to recognize these different types by comparing the space between the eyes. But it proved to be much easier to distinguish them from their fingers. The W-type tends to have shorter and sometimes thicker fingers and usually warm hands and feet. The C-type has slender hands with thin fingers and cold hands and feet. This is not a circulation problem but depends on the individual’s personal frequency.

This topic is somewhat related to geopathology. All things are interwoven and only a multi-dimensional world picture can give us an idea of how the smaller details work. As I mentioned before, the Curry Line is more complicated but perhaps no longer so contradictory.

Since the Curry (net) and the Hartmann (lattice-structured grid) systems both have constantly changing positive and negative charges at intersecting points, this produces different reactions in C and W types. This charging and discharging at the intersecting points either produces too much energy (in the sleeping area) flowing through the meridians and acupuncture points of the body, which can cause organic inflammation (affecting the C-type). Or energy blockage and functional disorders occur because there is too little energy flow in the sleeping area (which affects the W-type). This demonstrates the connection between the Chinese knowledge of the energy distribution to the human organs by means of meridians and acupuncture points and the disturbing energy which comes from the earth. The Ayurveda healing methods from India speak of the chakras, energy centers in your body, which can also become blocked by these noxious rays.

Perhaps it is now understandable why acupuncture, homeopathy and bioresonance can be blocked by this type of radiation.

6. THE BENKER SYSTEM

In researching earth rays another geopathological researcher, Anton Benker, discovered that there is another global structure lying over some Hartmann lines. In our degree of latitude, the structure is 33 by 33 feet and lies directly on the Hartmann Lines. But this system is a cubical system and can therefore also be found every 33 feet in height.

The Benker System has not been researched enough yet, so not much more can be said at the moment, and most dowsers ignore these lines. However, the pathogenic influence is known and has been registered.
7. OTHER GEOLOGICAL INFLUENCES

Natural earth radiation is also influenced by the following factors: layers of ore, coal seams, natural gas pockets, hollow spaces and oil deposits. Geobiologists therefore often use geological charts if they are not familiar with the area.

In addition to radiation there are other soil conditions such as pollution, which should be considered at a building site check-up. The importance is shown by this short example from the Eifel: after a building site check-up, which was biologically acceptable as far as the radiation level was concerned, the client for whom the building was being built was satisfied and now had only to comply with the building regulations of the city council.

These were as follows: the dirt coming from the excavation of the cellar must be sent to a special dump for polluted soil, because the dirt in this mining region was so poisoned with lead that it exceeded the acceptable level set by German law!

Scientifically and legally permitted, although polluted! Is this building site safe enough to build a family home or grow a vegetable garden on? Shouldn’t a geobiological check-up be carried out before the children lose their hair?

It is important that a site be correctly dowsed, because there are so many health-hazard factors to be considered. An extensive check-up by an experienced geobiologist is necessary, since all factors should be taken into consideration. This investment should be made if you want to lead a healthy life in a house. Your home is, after all, like a second skin.

The following topics are also extremely important.
ELECTRO SMOG I

LOW FREQUENCY (household electricity)

1. ELECTRIC FIELDS

Measurement unit for electrical tension:
mV = millivolt (medical-biological limit set for the bedroom: 10 mV, Swedish limit: SAGO 1mV)

Measurement unit for electric fields:
V/m = volt per meter (medical biological limit: 10V/m
Swedish limit: SAGO 1V/m)
Hz = Herz, the frequency for electricity and tension

Our 50 Hz electricity in the home makes use of the electrons in the metal of the cable, which exist as "free" electrons.

An electric field is produced just by inserting a plug into the socket. This produces an electric field around the wire, which radiates through the insulation of the surrounding cable whether or not the appliance is turned on. (These electric fields are reduced in accordance with physical laws in reverse by the square of the distance, so that usually there is no measurable radiation 12 inches from the cable.) Unfortunately, in most bedrooms the cable is laid in the wall at head level to provide electrical sockets as well as light switches. Therefore the head is usually about eight inches from the cable, and the pillows we measured almost all showed at least 10 V/m field intensity and sometimes up to 50-100 V/m!

Due to the high electrical sensitivity of the human body this field intensity exceeds the medical-biological limit for a healthy regeneration phase at night, and no one sees this! In addition, there is the risk of extra radiation around the bed, because most people like to have their bedside lamps close to head level. If there is a mattress with metal springs in the bedroom, it will charge up because of the electric field. Thus, the entire bed is then electrically charged.

From my own experience I can report that my brother had a charge of 120 mV! in his metal-spring mattress. Besides that he had geopathically induced radiation in his bedroom and therefore always woke up with his head at the foot of the bed. He never felt rested and was moody.

After he bought a new metal-free mattress and a radiation neutralizer (will be explained later) this never happened again. He sleeps through the night and wakes up rested.
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2. MAGNETIC FIELDS

Measurement unit for magnetic field intensity:
\[ nT = \text{nanoTesla} \]
(medical biological limit set for the bedroom: 30 nT
Swedish limit: SAGO 10 nT)

The formerly mentioned coupling will definitely occur if there is an electrical appliance near the bed. Despite all the consumer information on electric alarm clocks and clock radios, these are still placed at head level. Almost all our teenagers have high-tech appliances in their bedrooms, with hi-fi players and magnetic speakers close to the head. This is pleasant and convenient, but it has already done a lot of damage.

Attention: Magnetic fields join electric fields when electric current is turned on.

At sleeping area examinations we sometimes measure over 1000 nT! at pillow level. But most beds give a reading of at least 100-200 nT. The medical-biological limit for a healthy night’s rest, during which the body can regenerate, is 30 nT! The best situation, of course, is 0 nT, which is the natural state. A power-line pylon in a field has a reading of 500 nT. Nobody would want to sleep under a power line, but many people are unknowingly creating a much higher disturbed field in their bedrooms. Even patients who know about these magnetic fields and who have had their bedroom cleared are not always safe from radiation, because these fields are about 6.5 to 8 feet wide and penetrate the walls. They can come from your neighbor’s television sets, stereos, clock radios, etc. The fuse box, the power lines in the hallway, power lines that provide other rooms with electricity or even ground-floor apartments with power lines under the floor are also a radiation risk to the bedroom. This situation is more often the case than you would think. Do you know what your neighbor is sending you through the walls? Only a test can bring certainty.

There should be a special warning about the stand-by switch on television sets and stereos. In stand-by, the appliance is not turned off. It uses power to maintain its stand-by state. Therefore, even in stand-by we can measure a magnetic field, which is not always low. These readings always amaze the patients because of the intensity of the magnetic
field. They are even more amazed when we tell them that they have to pay for this stand-by state, because you can only measure a magnetic field if there is electrical current (in use). The appliance is still using electricity and is also creating a magnetic field. In Germany you pay about 10 to 20 Euro a year for an appliance on stand-by. If you calculate how many appliances in a small family are on stand-by, you can rapidly arrive at a sizable sum of money that is not necessary. A magnetic field is only 100% switched off when the plug is out of the socket or replaced by a two-pole circuit interruption in the cable.

Low-voltage halogen light systems are also underestimated and have become a very successful product. The public is told that they can save electricity by using 12-volt light bulbs. It is true that they use less electricity, but the transformer, in changing 110 volts into 12 volts, releases a lot of electrical energy. Because of this, the transformer builds up an enormous magnetic field! We have measured 3000-4000 nT at the transformer and a radiation field of over 6.5 feet around the transformer and through the walls. This is also true for all the items that operate with a transformer! Although many appliances could be operated by a 12-volt battery, they are induced with 110 volts. These 110 volts are transformed in the copper spool of the transformer into 12 volts, producing a strong magnetic field.

In addition to halogen lights, electric clocks, clock radios, stereos, telephones, etc. also contain small transformers. It would be too complicated to explain the light-frequency spectrum, which is only minimally present in the halogen system. Therefore, just a few words on this subject: the human body needs a light spectrum from ultra-violet to infra-red. These halogen lights give only a small percentage of this spectrum (like fluorescent light). Even when the room is bright, they are often the cause of fatigue, concentration disorders and dizziness, particularly at work. We need the full spectrum of light and a work area free of disturbing radiation.

More important than this daytime situation is the nightly regeneration phase, when the body should be recovering! The cells switch over to "relax" and are much more sensitive than during the day. In this situation an electro-magnetic field can do a lot of damage, especially to the blood.

Because our nervous system is based on electro-chemical processes, the iron in the blood and body reacts to electromagnetic fields, and water in the body can be negatively influenced because of the cluster structure. We cannot assume that we are safe if we sleep within an electromagnetic field.

Because most people are less sensitive nowadays, we often hear the argument "But I don't feel anything!" Nevertheless, we are dealing with a biophysical fact of cell disorder, and the body will store all these disturbances until the sum total follows, in the form of illness.
Understanding this is not a matter of belief but of knowing these facts. **Whether you believe it or not, is not important to your cells or your fate; the biophysical effect will take place!** Frequently today when we go to bed, we are worn-out from watching television. The daily glass of beer or wine insures that many people don’t notice anything in the night. But the effects of the disturbing fields are evident! Fooling yourself or ignoring the facts will not save you from the effects of radiation!

3. CAPACITIVE COUPLING

Capacitive coupling is the charge state that originates when objects are in a magnetic field and charge up. These objects have the ability to charge themselves and to pass the charge on, which leads to unpredictable consequences. The patient can also be measured while lying on the bed holding a measuring device in his hand, while the current of the disturbing objects is alternately turned on and off. The results are often shocking! When the patient sees on the scale how much the electrical current in his body varies, he then becomes aware of what this does to his blood and nervous system. A chronic problem in building construction is the fact that the contractors place the water system and power mains less than eight inches apart when they build a new house. This results in the electricity coupling to the water pipes.

4. COUPLING TO THE WATER PIPE SYSTEM

Because copper or other metal pipes are good conductors of electricity, the whole water pipe system of the house is often charged and can sometimes cause electric fields in the rooms. Water also conducts electricity and is, as well, a living element with its own electrical charge. In such water pipes, the water - as well as the cluster structure of the water - is negatively affected, which is not healthy for the electrolysis (water system) of the body. We have to consider that the water pipes are also connected to the heating system, and that can be the cause of coupling as well.

5. COUPLING TO THE HEATING SYSTEM

Coupling to the heating system can also produce an electric field, if it is electrically charged. Only 20% of the heating units have acceptable readings. Most of the heating units measured were charged! - in every room! This constantly surprises the clients.
6. ELECTRICAL CHARGE ON THE GROUND WIRE

Also the ground wire (third pole in the electric cable) is frequently electrically charged. There are many reasons for this. It could be the grounding in the cellar or it could be a lamp that is not properly connected. A nail on the wrong spot or an old cable system may be at fault. This can even cause a whole wall to be charged with electricity. The silica crystals in the plaster can conduct electricity throughout the entire wall. The electrician then speaks of a humming wall.

All this extra radiation can mix with the earth radiation, and then we have a real frequency mixture in the bedroom. This, of course, is not a natural situation. Although the grounding of electricity is mandatory and useful, the bedroom is still often enough electrically charged, and this is measurable. An automatic circuit interrupter is therefore recommended, but it is not always a 100% solution.

7. AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER

The automatic circuit interrupter is a small apparatus on the fuse box for the bedroom current, which automatically transforms 110 volts into low current (2.4 volts – 24 volts, depending on the brand) immediately after the last appliance in the bedroom has been turned off. This way all the self-made electrical fields are turned off. If an appliance, a lamp for instance, is switched on in the night, then the automatic circuit interrupter (now 12 volts) will get the information that power is needed and immediately activate to 110 volts.

This circuit interrupter, however, cannot stop any radiation coming through the neighbor's wall or the radiation coming from your electrically charged water or heating system. Therefore, the circuit interrupter as a precaution often gives a false sense of security. Schaefer therefore always checks and measures the bedroom when all the fuses are off, before he recommends a circuit interrupter, because in over 60% of all sleeping areas, a magnetic field can still be detected despite the automatic circuit interrupter. The reason: users outside the room or the house. As you can see
from these figures, the ground cable of the electric company may also bring magnetic fields into the house, which are not affected by an automatic circuit interrupter.

8. COUPLING TO METALS

All the formerly mentioned electric and magnetic radiation can create a field in the room that will couple with all metal objects. In such cases we can measure the charge on metal door handles, door and wardrobe keys, nails used to hang pictures, or any other metal objects in the room. Frequently the glasses of a person in a charged room are also under tension. In such a case the iron in the blood and the cluster structure in the body would be affected by staying in such a room.

With the measuring equipment we check metal parts, glasses (especially when the client is sitting in front of the computer), etc., and the scale shows between 20 and 100 mV! if the person is wearing glasses. It is better to use synthetic frames because of the antenna effect of the metal frames.

9. COUPLING TO METAL-SPRING MATTRESSES

The metal-spring mattress is, in combination with modern radiation, one of the most questionable objects in the bedroom. If there is an electrical appliance near the bed (approx. 16 inches - also from your neighbor's apartment through the wall), the spring construction in the mattress can couple with the electric or magnetic field, and it will conduct the tension throughout the entire bed. Tests have shown very high electrical charges in metal-spring mattresses. And in such a bed our bodies, whose nerves work in a most precise and intricate way, are supposed to relax in the regeneration phase!

But that's not all. If you repeatedly lay a compass on a mattress, approximately every four inches, you will see that the needle constantly points north on only 30% of the mattresses tested.

It (the earth-magnetic field) will be distorted on another 30% of the mattresses. On the remaining 40% of the beds, the earth-magnetic field has a 180° distortion because of the metal-spring mattress!

For the body, which reacts to the earth-magnetic field at night, this is not a healthy situation. Again we must think about the iron in our blood. By now it is probably a bit agitated!

This radiation could also cause a left-spin of the cells, and the cluster structure of the water in the body is also influenced by it, as was previously mentioned.
Another very important aspect of the modern era: if you break the antenna off your radio, it won't function properly. But you need only to attach a small piece of bent metal to the base of the antenna, for instance a spring from your mattress, and you can receive all the stations again! Unfortunately, nobody thinks about that in this transmitting era. Strictly speaking, if you listen very carefully, deep in your mattress you should be able to hear radio stations and other senders. However, in this case not our ears but our cells are the receivers!

A metal-spring mattress is a super antenna. What about your spring mattress? Do you own one?

Measuring techniques are necessary and helpful, also to demonstrate to the sceptic what is happening in the energy fields in his bedroom. I like to compare the dowser to a dentist, who checks only the lower set of teeth, and the measuring technician to a dentist examining only the upper teeth. If someone wishes to have the radiation in his sleeping area checked, then he should have ALL possible disturbing radiation checked, shouldn't he?

A glance at the construction shell of this house shows that not only your radio-alarm clock is responsible for electrosmog.

The modern measuring techniques of geobiology are already being produced in handy sizes.
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HIGH FREQUENCY (RADIO)

Radio beams are divided into pulsating and non-pulsating high frequency radiation.

1. NON-PULSATING HIGH FREQUENCY (analogue)

The non-pulsating high frequency comes from radio and television waves, as well as from taxis, police, and amateur radio transmitters. From a medical-biological point of view it should not exceed 1 mV/m radiation field intensity, which is generally the case.

The average German bedroom has about 5 mV/m, except for the ones near a radio mast! Stolberg has an average of 40 mV/m, Düsseldorf has 80 mV/m, Bonn has 180 mV/m! Therefore it is much healthier not to live close to a radio mast. If that can't be avoided, a protective screen should be created.

Scientific studies by Dr. Varga at the University of Heidelberg have proved that pulsating and non-pulsating radiation has an effect on the pituitary gland (in the brain) and therefore can negatively affect the central nervous system.

To give a simple example: imagine the radiation as a ray of light. If we look into an 80-watt light bulb, the beam will go into our eyes, then change into electrical information and be sent to the brain. This is because the reactions in our brain are not just biochemical but mainly electrical. Generally we can look into an 80-watt bulb without any consequences. But a 500-watt bulb would be a different matter. The radiation would be too intense for our eyes and brain, and we would decrease the radiation by partially closing our eyes. This is unfortunately not an option for the brain with radio radiation! Especially not against pulsating radiation.

2. PULSATING HIGH FREQUENCY (digital)

Much more dramatic is the reaction of the brain to pulsating, digital radiation. Scientists talk about brain cancer and burned brain cells caused by long-time use of a cell phone. Proof of this was recently shown in television, demonstrated on cross sections of animal brains.

In the countries which have done research in this area the results have been similar, but the public does not want to hear about them.
It is important to know the basics about cell phones and how they work. The following explanations are about cell phones, as well as digital cordless home phones. They are practically the same, with the exception that you bring your own radio transmitter into the house by using a cordless phone. The analogue cordless phone is not used anymore because the reception was too weak and it therefore was not an economic success.

Nowadays the cordless phones are almost all digital: that means pulsating! We had to develop a neutralization for the cordless phone and cell phone radiation. This neutralization cannot be technically measured in the air but medically measured in the body. It has been confirmed that with this protection the body no longer reacts to the cell phone radiation. To explain the pulsating radiation more clearly, we must think about the 80-watt light bulb again, look into the bulb, and turn the light
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Try to realize what the brain has to put up with, dealing with this pulsation, not just during the day but also during the night, when it would like to rest and recover!

Some radio companies try to justify this by saying that this radiation has a different frequency from that of the human organs. Just imagine this: you are having a conversation with a friend in your native language, and someone is shouting at you (day and night) in a foreign language, much louder than your own conversation. The body can still understand the native language, but it takes a lot of effort to fend off the foreign language.

Even if the radio mast speaks in another language than that of our brain, it penetrates the brain with a lot of energy and confuses it, if the radiation is too high. The brain can't reduce this kind of energy, unlike the eyes, which can reduce bright light by closing the eyelids. And according to Professor Varga this unrestrained energy penetrates the pituitary gland, the organ that controls the glandular system. Even if you don’t own a cell phone, you can't run away from telephone radiation. The cell phone does not transmit intensively enough to be able to cover the distance to the next radio mast. Therefore these very small radio masts set on many, many houses send their signals constantly, day and night, (also into the bedrooms), forming something like a “conduction pathway” all over the country that can be tapped into by cell phones. Usually these small radio masts are installed about 800 – 1300 feet apart on flat rooftops. Look for them sometime!
Outside of town there are separate radio masts which transmit at a much higher intensity. Nowadays they are also put on church spires. In November 2001 German television pointed out that there is a production company which is offering disguised transmitting aerials to cell phone companies; the aerials are disguised as church crosses, chimneys for private houses, and even as birdhouses! Only through testing can you know what the radiation level is in your bedroom. In such a situation protecting your health should be a priority.

Not many radio masts are necessary, but just one, to provide a whole area with radiation.

In order to prevent protests from concerned citizens, the first radio masts appeared as artificial trees with cement trunks and plastic branches or hidden in chimneys.

Similar, equally strong radiation emitted by your cordless phone and sender. Please neutralize it.
MORE DISTURBING FACTORS

1. SATELLITE DISH

A satellite dish near the bed is another negative factor in our modern day and age. Within a radius of about 15 feet it creates a tension field in which some people have lost their good, deep, relaxing sleep. It is best to keep them farther away. Very often these dishes are installed near the bed. Because we cannot see through the walls and ceilings, we are not always aware of how close they are to the bed. This should be checked out.

2. RADAR RADIATION

Radar radiation is a very intensive radiation for the human cells. Many people think that we hardly react to this radiation. A big mistake!

Let us take our situation in Aachen (Germany): 18.6 miles away there is the Aachen-Maastricht Airport (Netherlands). The Luettich Airport (Belgium), small but radar-active, lies 24.8 miles away by air, and 9.3 miles away is Merzbrueck Airport. There is also the AWACS Airbase in Geilenkirchen – day and night radar-active, 18.6 miles away, Moenchengladbach Airport, 24.8 miles away, Weeze Airport, 27.9 miles away, Düsseldorf Airport 31 miles away, and also the Cologne Airport.

It is clear that radiation is not directed toward a city, but it can be reflected by mirrors, copper pots, metal objects, etc., and therefore can be in places where you definitely would not expect it. The wave of accusations from German soldiers about high rates of cancer due to radar exposure in the year 2000 shows that the permitted levels are being questioned. The only way to be sure is by having the sleeping area examined.

3. RAILWAYS

It is much more likely that the radiation of the railway and its high tension lines will reach our homes.

Experience teaches us that the 16 2/3 Hz is often related to heart problems. Today it is no longer allowed to build railways close to buildings where people reside. If you are traveling by train through a city, you might pass some bedrooms at a distance of only 16 feet. The beds are then only 20.4 feet from the high tension wires, and that is the most dangerous Hz range!
Even at a distance of 162 feet the radiation is, in some cases, still measurable. This is not a healthy place to live without neutralization. In addition, radiation levels up to 170nT are sometimes measured at even greater distances, the electrical current travels through the earth. The diagram below shows a radiation level 1200 feet from the railway. A small personal frequency-adapted neutralizer has been developed for trips by train, which can be carried in a pocket. This, of course, is only necessary if someone travels frequently by train.

16 2/3 Hz radiation is measurable on many beds

Changing magnetic fields caused by a railway approximately 1200 feet away. Result of the measurement: circuit interrupter up to 170nT futile. Only a radiation neutralization can help here.

4. AIRPLANE

During the time the airplane is in the air, you are not only exposed to the magnetic fields of the airplane, but also to massive harmful cosmic radiation and increased radioactivity, as well as radar radiation. Even a short flight is the equivalent of several x-rays in a doctor's practice.

A few years ago a neutralization mixture was specially developed for the radiation mixture in an airplane, and several pilots of a nationally known German airline had positive experiences with it.

Grant your health the small price of a radiation neutralization.
5. ELECTRIC MOTORS

Many people voluntarily use electric motors under their beds. The motors provide us with extra comfort. In a few seconds you can change the position of the bed automatically by pressing a button, but the rest of the night one, two, or three motors will produce an electric field of up to 200 Vm! that radiates onto the bed. If your bed is electrically charged, it is certainly not relaxing for your cells, and it is even more likely to cause illness than constant stress does.

6. WATERBEDS

The same thing happens with waterbeds. Although you are promised a comfortable night’s rest and a relaxing back position, the heating system creates an electromagnetic field all night long. Besides that, the water itself contains circulating electricity, caused by coupling, even if the power is turned off. At least the plug should be pulled out of the socket during the night. The distinct disadvantage is that the water cools down and therefore can withdraw body heat. A compromise could be to lay a woolen blanket over the bed. However, from a geological point of view you should avoid using a waterbed. It is very alarming to hear that some waterbed salesmen claim that a waterbed neutralizes earth radiation. This is 100% false. People whose pain disappeared when they began using a waterbed should have had their sleeping area checked before. They could have eliminated the pain by having their sleeping area neutralized – without the negative side effects of a water bed.

7. FLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS

Floor heating systems should also be considered a disturbance factor. On the one hand, they affect the earth-magnetic field because of the water pipes in the floor. On the other hand, they blow all kinds of small particles into the air, which are medically known to cause various types of respiratory problems. In addition, doctors have observed that many women with floor heating in their homes have problems with varicose veins. It is assumed that this is caused by the higher temperature of the floor.

8. MANY OTHER DISTURBING FACTORS

There are many other disturbing factors that we have not mentioned in this report, but we cannot name them all. Whether it is the metal framework of the bed, which can be electrically charged and then works as an antenna, or the electric blanket under electrical tension all night, or the fungus in the building material, or the
electrostatic charge of synthetic carpets and curtains, this depends on the special situation of the sleeping area we are examining. The situations are never identical.

What is also important to know is that the highly praised microwave oven, at every use, turns the molecules in the food into a left-spin (pH value of the blood) and therefore possesses all the formerly-mentioned negative radiation. The food is transformed into an energetically unnatural state. Water for tea should also not be warmed this way.

In addition there are mixed frequencies that occur when a Curry line runs through a fuse box or when a water line runs under a railway line. Well-trained dowsers are aware of this, but there still seem to be some dowsers who have received all their training on ONE weekend and have never heard of these mixed frequencies. Of course you didn’t know all of this, because nobody made it clear to you, but do you still feel good and safe in your bed?

However, it is important to ask for a recognized specialist who can check all the electrosmog fields, radio beams, as well as earth radiation. It should be someone who is able to analyze toxic substances in the room. And if it is necessary to neutralize the area, it is better not to buy some finished product, but to have a neutralizer individually adapted to the disturbing frequency. This should also be checked by a doctor or therapist, and you should receive a written money-back guarantee (read the information about the product).

Disturbance factor "house construction"
Anyone who wants to live a healthy life should take a closer look at the basic construction of a modern several-storey house. The metal framework construction functions as a large antenna for radio waves while offering a possibility for coupling with the electricity in the house. With so much metal in the floors, it would be ironic here, for instance on the tenth floor, to look for water lines. Metal roofs also function as large antennas and require a neutralization of the energy inside the house.

9. AIR AND MATERIAL ANALYSIS

Sometimes a chemical analysis of the sleeping area may be necessary as well. Samples of materials or air taken from the room are examined by an officially approved laboratory for environmental analysis and then evaluated by a toxicologist.
The spectrum of Schaefer’s analysis includes approximately 300 different regulating possibilities. Analysis of the air and materials in the room, as well as water and soil analysis, are made on demand.

Formaldehyde and other aldehydes, solvents, PCB, some wood varnishes, asbestos, mites and fungus are some of the best-known causes of problems. Whether or not a substance is volatile, toxic, or something indefinable, it can be identified by taking samples and working together with a laboratory in analyzing it. The report of this analysis is then sent to the patient as well as to the doctor in attendance, so that an appropriate treatment can be found.

Obviously changes should also be made in the home to alter the disturbing factors, as described in this book.

10. TEETH

...and the teeth? Of course, I almost forgot them. I was reminded by a dentist, who was enthusiastic about this book but couldn’t find such a chapter, although Schaefer also works for several dentists.

The amalgam war is already well-known, but what many people don’t know is that if your sleeping area is above a radiation field, the amalgam in your mouth can cause even more toxins to wander into the intestines than is true when no radiation is present. But there are other possible medical implications. Teeth have connections to vertebrae, inner organs, and meridians. Because of this, disturbing radiation can affect not only the nerve of a tooth but can also affect this nerve by means of other points in the body.

The main problem is the metal in the mouth. Metal functions as an antenna for radio waves and radiation fields. The length of a metal bridge plays a role, but also the distance between two bridges can be critical, since it may produce tension between the two „antennae,“ which pick up various wave lengths, not only those in the sleeping area but also from a cell phone, a cordless telephone, or a computer.

In addition, if different metals in the mouth are not in balance with one another as far as electrochemical frequencies are concerned, then in combining with the saliva they may produce acids, a similar process to that in car batteries. Therefore we again find enough reasons not only for a thorough dental neutralization but also for sleeping and working area neutralization.
THE WORKING AREA

Much has been said about the place of regeneration: the bedroom, the source of recuperation. It is well-known that our body can take a lot of negative radiation during the day, as long as the cells can regenerate at night. However, there are many working areas that could be affected by toxins or electrosmog.

If you look at a modern working place or office, it is obviously surrounded by a lot of electricity and radiation. And it is not only the visible electrosmog-producing appliances which are too close to the body for those long eight hours of work. Frequently such radiation is all around us. The problem can also be the nicely hidden electrical wires and cables under the floor boards, which affect our bodies through the feet when we sit above them all day long. Even the new computers with "low radiation" are deceiving. This does not mean "no radiation"!

A radiation mixture of electric and electromagnetic fields, as well as superimposed waves and radioactivity, affect the human cells and brain all day long, if one is near a computer. And please don’t believe in the complete neutralization of radiation by means of a rose quartz and some sign on the computer screen.

When using a laptop, both hands are laid on the computer, directly above the electronic parts. In this way the complete radiation is immediately absorbed. With a normal computer, the hands lie on the plastic keyboard.

More and more people complain of headaches, dizziness, fatigue, and a lack of concentration after briefly working at the computer.

I had these reactions as well after working at my computer, until I used a radiation neutralizer for the computer, like the one I already had in my bedroom. Since then I have been able to work for hours at my computer without headaches or reduced energy. And my eyes no longer hurt.

After I had bought a flat computer screen and a mouse, I needed to have the neutralizer adapted because of the changed frequency mix. Interestingly enough,
despite the flat computer screen, I needed a stronger version. This made us realize that the radio waves work very intensively on the body, since you are sitting directly in the area of the waves. After the adaptation my problems immediately disappeared.

Since the market thrives on the sale of technical products, it will probably take a long time before the public is informed. However, some manufacturers warn you about using your apparatus. Look on the bottom side of your keyboard. If you can't get along without your computer, you should have it neutralized! Ring us up! Your own health and the health of your children should be worth a trial with a money-back-guarantee. A person's fate lies mainly in his own hands. Only we can change things for ourselves!

**CAUTION:** Wireless-LAN (local area network): wireless computer communication in the house

It is a mistake to think that the radiation from cell phone towers cannot be topped; it can be! Wireless-LAN sounds like a machine gun when measured by a high-frequency device, and its effect on the nervous system is considerable.

By the previously mentioned means, only words are pulsed through the air. With wireless-LAN, pictures, music and texts can also be sent, as well as large amounts of data. By means of radio waves throughout the house, not only the cell phone but also the computer or laptop has wireless reception. In this way the radiation is greatly increased in the entire house, without anyone being aware of it. Since this occurs within a radius of over 180 feet, you are not only affected by your own production of radiation but also by that of your neighbors, which you don't know about. Since this technological advance is standard in our modern world, you are not aware of having an additional invisible source of radiation near you.

**Recommendation:** Control and neutralization are called for.
1. BASIC UNDERSTANDING

The first step towards the neutralization of a sleeping area is generally the search for a free place for the bed – in other words, a place where there is as little geopathically caused disturbance as possible. In order to optimize this, the next step is to relocate or ban electrical appliances and/or cut off the electricity in the bedroom at night, for instance, with the help of an automatic circuit interrupter.

Despite these measures it is usually not possible to create a 100% free sleeping area, since the neighbors, radio masts, undetectable magnetic fields in the house, geopathological disturbance in the form of angle-radiation from water lines, and much more can prevent it. In such cases a neutralization is recommended, if a person wants to regain or maintain good health.

In order to comprehend how neutralization methods work, or don’t work, or can even become disturbing factors themselves, we need a basic understanding of radiation and its effects on the human body. It is important at this point to talk of radiation in higher and lower doses of intensity. Especially in the areas of low-intensity radiation, a physics-based process can be observed that has brought about a breakthrough in natural healing methods, providing it with many new methods of treatment. It concerns the phenomenon of resonance.

The dictionary gives the following explanation: The word comes from Latin and means: vibrate/resonate. Referring to resonance, it can also mean the vibration or resonance of one object to the frequencies of another.

The phenomenon resonance can be found in many areas of natural occurrences, but it can be best explained with the help of two string instruments. If you cause the string of a violin to vibrate, and another violin or string instrument in the room is tuned to exactly the same tone, then the string of the other instrument will begin to vibrate and produce the same tone as the first violin. The string of the violin not only stimulates the string of the other instrument but also its resonance body, which strengthens the tone and makes it acoustically audible. Other objects in the room, other than the string instrument, may also vibrate in resonance with the tone, if their wave lengths correspond to the wave length of the tone frequency. A chain reaction of resonances can occur, even though they may not be acoustically evident.
Living organisms will react in a similar way: if the frequencies in their environment - for instance, those of radio, e-smog, and ground radiation - have wave lengths corresponding to those of cells, organs, bones, etc. That means that each cell is stimulated by other frequencies to resonate with them. It doesn’t matter how strong this radiation is. Since each cell functions as a resonance body - as a resonating entity - it also strengthens the negative frequency, just as the resonance body of the violin strengthens its tone. In this way radiation of very low intensity, radiaesthetically or technically seen, can nevertheless have an immense, not necessarily positive, effect on the living organism, assuming that they resonate with one another. The problem is that the cells no longer resonate in their natural wave length frequencies because of this radiation, thereby causing various communication difficulties between the cells, which can lead to illness or allergies. The producers of bioresonance machines have recognized this and developed equipment that enables the cells to return to their natural frequencies.

The art of neutralization lies in protecting the cells from such resonance. This is only possible by determining the various frequencies of the existing radiation at a given place and then producing counter frequencies of the right intensity. An interference must be produced, which then leads to a blotting out or cancellation of the offending frequencies.
The following experiment at Mercedes Benz in Stuttgart demonstrates this: the acoustic sound waves of a motor are recorded by the use of several microphones surrounding the motor. A counter-frequency is then created by a computer and returned to the motor room by means of loudspeakers. The goal is to cancel the motor sound waves by producing an interference, thereby reducing the noise of the engine or even cancelling it out entirely.

2. GENERALLY APPLIED STANDARD NEUTRALIZATION

In view of these requirements necessary for neutralization, it is not difficult to understand why most methods of sleeping-area neutralization show only minimal or unacceptable results when bioenergetically tested by doctors and therapists. Currently, over a hundred different standard neutralization products are on the market, none of which pay attention to the following: In a sleeping area disturbed by radiation, there are several different kinds of frequencies of varying intensity. This frequency mixture is different at each disturbed place, and therefore, logically, there can be no 100% effective standard apparatus which is produced somewhere or other, always with the same frequency, and then is used elsewhere for a variety of different frequencies. How can the producer of neutralizers know what frequency mix is in the different areas of your apartment? An optimal neutralization requires an individual counter-frequency adaptation at the place of testing. A logical example: Would you be satisfied if you had cold feet and someone sold you shoes in a standard shoe size? Or always gave you the same homeopathic medicine for different ailments?

But that is not all that has to be considered in order to achieve optimal results. Often enough Schaefer is sent by doctors and therapists to homes where geobiologists have worked and have sometimes left behind one or more neutralization products. Despite this, the doctors found disturbances and deemed the products ineffective or only partially effective.

In this category are, for example: copper rings, copper spirals, pyramids, small boxes or tubes with varied contents, oscillators using inductors and spools, precious stones, coal under the bed, all kinds of neutralization mats, also cork mats, rose quartz, oil and metal rods, runic characters, figure 8’s in various materials, magnets behind curtains, homeopathic nosode glasses, mistletoe products on the walls, tachyon objects and many, many other types of objects.

It is bad enough that they cannot keep their promise of neutralizing the existing harmful radiation. It’s worse when the alleged neutralizers cause additional harmful radiation, which would not be there otherwise. An example of this is all the
neutralizers that should be and are attached to house grounding or radiators for the purpose of diversion, whether the grounding or radiator carry voltage or not. A charge on the radiator and house grounding is not as rare as one would assume, and this phenomenon is fatal for the supposed neutralizers, since they pick up this voltage rather than leading it off. If, for instance, this is a mat to be placed in the bed, then the entire bed will carry additional voltage.

A further aspect, that definitely should be avoided, is screening off the radiation under the bed, since this not only eliminates radiation that could be disturbing, but also the positive radiation that human beings need to live. Such an elimination or distortion occurs when magnetic mats are used in beds. (These should not be confused with the therapeutical magnetic field mats in doctors’ practices, which are frequency-adapted and can facilitate a rapid healing process, if the illness is partially caused by ground radiation and electrosmog.)

Patients who have had contact with such mats generally report that their problems improve dramatically at first. However, after a short time many realize that their problems have become worse again. How can this be explained?

If we lay a compass on such a mat, the earth’s magnetic field will be distorted every two inches by 180°. Is this normal? No, an artificial field is created, even though the magnets have the same intensity as the earth’s magnetic field. Just as camomile consists of more substances than its extract „Kamillosan,“ the earth not only has magnetic fields but has other radiation that is necessary for the human body.

Magnetism can correct the blood count, but that is not all it does. Imagine, beginning today, that you only consume artificial vitamins and astronaut food and avoid any natural foodstuffs. In this way you can convincingly fool your body, because this optimally balanced nourishment will keep you in good condition for a long time. But suddenly you'll be presented with the bill, and you won't feel so good anymore because of a lack of various kinds of bioenergetic energy. We are part of nature and need natural radiation as well as natural nourishment. For our neutralization problem this means that the radiation that influences us negatively should be specifically worked on, and the positive radiation should be maintained or improved.

However, an exaggerated build-up of energy by means of tachyon products is also not the right way. Schaefer often says jokingly, „If you need energy, then stick your finger in the electric socket.“

This example makes it clear that it is important to choose the right frequency and the right intensity in the case of energetic products.
In closing, we should mention “informed” products, which neutralize the radiation fields. Anyone who has had homeopathic medication prescribed by a doctor knows that it should never be laid on a television set or similar electromagnetic fields, since it would then lose its effectiveness. The reason is that homeopathic medicine not only works with homeopathic information, but also contains a minimal amount of the active substance, which constantly transmits its own frequencies. Nevertheless, this process can be stopped by radiation. I think the question, why homeopathically informed neutralizing substances are no longer effective in radiation fields, is logical, if one realizes that the frequencies of the radiation, which constantly attack the informed substance, dominate in the long run.

Briefly, the important points for a healthful sleeping area:
An individual frequency and intensity adaptation must always be made, since there is a different frequency mix at every location.
Neutralizers should not become additional means of disturbance through incorrect diversion.

Cutting off positive radiation under the bed should definitely be avoided. Artificially produced fields are just as harmful as artificial foodstuffs. Information from homeopathic products can be cancelled out by material and physical frequencies.

It is obvious that the effects of a neutralization can never be checked only by a geobiologist or a salesman; it is imperative that a therapist who works in frequency medicine also counter-checks their work.

Finally it must be said that all neutralizations are carried out with good intentions. A partial help is also a help, though only partial. Schaefer used to work with many of the products mentioned - on the one hand, in order to help; on the other, to gather as much experience as possible until he was able to find something better.
Geo-Safe-E®
INDIVIDUAL FREQUENCY-ADAPTED RADIATION NEUTRALIZATION

So far, the individual frequency-adapted neutralization for a biological system, called Geo-Safe-E®, is the only method that all the doctors and health therapists working with Schaefer have found to be 100% effective, because it prevents the biological system from going into effect from the disturbing radiation.

Briefly, this is how it works. The neutralizer is made up of 20 different substances which, because of their natural physical angle of refraction, can produce radiation that interferes with these negative frequency fields. In addition there are other substances which, because of their structure, possess their own inalterable oscillation and are supplemented by purifying and anti-blockage elements. The necessary combination of all these components (material for the frequency field) is then determined by means of kinesiology. Afterwards the amounts of these various components needed to build up a specific individual frequency combination, functioning as a counter-oscillation (amount of material for the intensity of the frequency), are determined. Every crystalline structure has the ability to break down a small, very specific frequency field, in accordance with the laws of physics, just as the sun's rays are refracted as a rainbow by a polished lead crystal. And finally, tests are conducted to find the optimal location in the bedroom for the radiation neutralizer (resonance angle).

*Schematic illustration of an individual adaptation of a counter-frequency to a disturbing frequency – all the natural positive energy should remain, or even be increased.*
By this same method the optimal neutralization can be worked out for computer, laptop, and cell phone radiation. These neutralizations are definitely recommended, since the negative effects of the cell phone and computer radiation are well-known in the meantime.

It is often claimed that the computer has been neutralized with a rose quartz crystal. A brief reply: A rose quartz crystal or other crystals have only a specific crystalline structure and therefore only deals with a partial frequency. The computer, however, has a magnetic field, an electric field, radioactive radiation and superimposed waves - in other words, a very wide frequency spectrum. It is clear that the crystalline structure of the rose quartz alone could never neutralize this wide spectrum of frequencies, or could you make music with only a triangle, as a substitute for an entire orchestra? A total neutralization requires exactly the right mixture of up to 20 substances. All these mixtures must definitely have various components added, in order to prevent the substances from possibly becoming charged by radiation. This ensures longer-lasting effectivity.

A neutralizer for the disturbing fields of railways (16 2/3 Hz) and airplanes has also been developed, in order to spare our human cells the negative effects of this radiation. In the car a static discharger should be installed to ground it. For the remaining radiation a neutralizing mixture should be made for the specific vehicle, as described in the above process.

It is not advisable to try making your own mixture, as precious stone and crystal mixtures can have a negative effect, just as the wrong medicine can produce negative effects. The wrong precious stones or crystals on the body or near the bed, even under the pillow, have frequently led to over-reactions of the nervous system. This concerns your health; don't be naive.

A great deal of knowledge, capability, and a sense of responsibility are also required in choosing the appropriate neutralizers and locating them accurately in the sleeping and working areas. A hologram of the room is then, so to say, individually optimized. The individual mixtures and the positioning of the radiation neutralizers are Schaefer's secret of success. Thousands of people and animals that had suffered from the effects of negative radiation because they could not avoid it, have been helped. These people can feel the changes in a more pleasant and less disturbed regeneration phase, and this type of neutralization can also be confirmed in a doctor's practice. Whether in the blood count, with the help of the bioresonance machine, electroacupuncture, kinesiology, the one-hand divining rod, or other bioenergetic testing methods, this type of neutralization can be verified, as long as the mixture has been correctly dosed and the neutralizer accurately positioned - in other words, everything individually adapted.

www.EMF-Safety.com
Even when the radiation in the air is technically measurable, it is not medically and technically evident in the body, since the disturbed cells no longer vibrate in resonance with the negative radiation. The success with doctors and therapists and also with affected patients confirms Schaefer’s methods. He also teaches the individualized frequency adaptation to geobiologists, Feng Shui advisors and people working with the divining rod, in order to improve the neutralization of sleeping areas. As far as I know, this method is unique.

Schaefer constructed a neutralizer (Bio-Safe, one of the Geo-Safe-E® products) against the normal technical and geopathologically caused radiation in doctors’ practices for a company producing medical equipment. This proved to be such a huge success, after being used worldwide, that Schaefer has been invited to lecture at national and international medical conferences about his frequency-adapted radiation neutralization in sleeping areas.

Using this method it is also possible to increase the Chi, known by Feng Shui, to any extent – if desired, to the level of a power site in the personal living quarters or garden.

Even if some technicians are not convinced of this Geo-Safe-E® system, they should be reticent with their criticism in respect to the saying, „Who heals, is right.“. We will wait until they develop more sensitive gauges for measuring this type of energy. Following is a statement about Prof. Fritz-Albert Popp’s work, which is in this direction:

Quotation from: Applied Kinesiology by Robert Forst, VAK-Verlag 1998
„Prof. Dr. Popp is recognized as an authority in the area of unmeasurable energy in physics. He has also developed very sensitive gauges for measuring this type of energy. In his opinion there are no measurable electromagnetic fields around such substances as homeopathic medicine, essences, precious stones, etc., that could have an effect on the body. He believes that the effect may possibly be caused by an „echo“ phenomenon. In this case the electromagnetic field of the human body would function similarly to the ultrasonic signals sent out by bats to direct their flight according to reflected frequencies. The various electromagnetic fields of the body could possibly go through the healing medication, which is in contact with the skin, and then return to the body in altered form. This returning electromagnetic field could contain the specific information for the healing medication. This information could cause changes in the basic substance that oscillates through the body, thereby producing changes that are then recognizable in the muscle test.“

That this method works has been proven, but how it works must still be explained, as is the case with so many things in this world.
Thousands of times over Bio-Safe has proved its effectiveness in neutralizing radiation from therapeutical appliances in doctors' practices.

Since the Geo-Safe-E® is produced with many different mixtures of substances, each location must be individually tested to see what radiation exists, so that the correct neutralization mixture can be chosen.

In order to neutralize radiation, the neutralizer can be filled with an individual combination of substances. In this way it is not only possible to neutralize extreme radiation fields but also to establish a personal power area.
If I were to list the numerous reports of doctors, therapists, and patients, I would have to write another book. The following reports are a small selection.

Dr. J. Hennecke, M.D., Aachen

„With every energetic test and therapy – also with resonance therapy – the energy field of the therapist is influenced (not only positively) by the frequencies of the patient he is treating. After the treatment this can lead to fatigue, exhaustion, possibly headache or indisposition of the therapist. This is particularly true after hours of treating various patients. We have tried for a long time in our practice to limit this influence by wearing chains of precious stones and similar things. With the introduction of the modulation mat the Bicom therapy became more intense and more efficient for the patients; the „negative“ radiation and influence on the therapist, however, was also increased. Since we have placed a Geo-Safe-E® near each of our Bicom machines, our helpers report that they have a greatly improved energy level, even after longer treatment sessions, and there are no unpleasant accompanying symptoms. “

Dr. H.-J. Franke, M.D., Gottmadingen

„Dear Mr. Schaefer, I would like to tell you briefly about some cases, during the course of which we worked with the radiation neutralizing system Geo-Safe-E® in examining houses and sleeping areas.

1. A patient, mid-fifties, considerably reduced productivity and vitality, chronically tired or exhausted. She could only sleep for 1 to 1 ½ hours, then woke up, and was awake the rest of the night. Sleeping area: light water-line radiation, considerable electrosmog pollution with D-net (a cell phone sender with antennae at window height, 300 feet away), the neighbor’s cordless telephone in the house opposite. The patient had no cordless telephone. (Note: A typical case – a dowser had already re-situated the bed and there was no self-produced electrosmog in the room.)

As it was not possible to move the bedroom to another room and the electrosmog pollution was not self-produced, we tested with a Geo-Safe-E® and determined kinesiologically where it should be placed. Since the patient’s working place in a large-room PC-office is highly polluted with electrosmog, a kinesiological test showed that it was also necessary to neutralize the working area. Without getting acquainted with the working place, it was possible to do a kinesiological test with the patient to place the appropriate Geo-Safe-E® neutralizer accurately in the office.

After approximately four weeks we saw a completely changed patient, much livelier and obviously with a new lease on life. She reported that she could at last sleep through the night. One weekend the neighbor rang the doorbell to ask if she was all
right. (She had slept the entire weekend – her body had a lot of catching up to do.)
A great success!
Suddenly, about three months ago, the patient reported that although she had been on vacation for a week, she was having trouble sleeping again. After intensive questioning, it was discovered that she had taken the Geo-Safe-E® from her office to her home and added it to the other one! Now that both Geo-Safe-E®s are where they belong again, everything is fine. The patient says, „I feel as though I’ve been re-born.‟

2. A child, nine years old, with many allergies – the main ones to milk and wheat – regularly needed an hour to fall asleep. In testing for electrosmog pollution and geopathologically caused disturbances, the problem seemed to be in the sleeping area: a geological fold, water lines with direct and angle radiation, Curry Lines, radio D-net. In the entire bedroom there was no „good place‟. The place that was chosen for the bed after testing with the tensor was only 65% in order. After testing with the Geo-Safe-E® it was 100% okay. To his mother‟s amazement the patient fell asleep within five minutes! In the meantime the allergies have also been greatly improved with bioresonance therapy.

3. Very recent: A school maintenance man’s family (living next to the school building), the mother with insomnia and years of intestinal problems; the child, 7 years old, hyperactive and still wetting the bed, which greatly upset him. Sleeping area: both sleeping areas with water lines and considerable radio-wave pollution, a radio mast next to the school. Mother: change of bed’s location within the room. After the re-location the place was 68% in order. After tensor testing with the Geo-Safe-E® system it was 100% in order. Child: no „good place‟ in the room. The new place also 68% in order, with the tested Geo-Safe-E®, 100%.
After two days the mother said, „I have never slept so well in this house.‟ Son – up until now, no more bed-wetting.

Dear Mr. Schaefer, as you know, we have been working since October 2003 with the Geo-Safe-E® system and are pleased to confirm that the effects are often unbelievable. So far we have had no failures. Quite the opposite, we no longer begin bioresonance therapy when patients have geopathological or E-smog problems without first testing and correcting the sleeping area. This leads to better therapy results and lower costs for the patients.”

Dr. C. Wolschner, Berlin:
„Dear Mr. Schaefer,
Before attaching the Handy-Safe (it’s now under the belt clip of the carrying case), I noticed myself that I was reacting strongly to my cell phone, usually with a generally unpleasant feeling: irregular pulse, inner restlessness or sudden headaches. This was also evident in a kinesiological test. These symptoms appeared when I telephoned, but also, unfortunately, when I charged the phone in the car, which I frequently had
Dr. H.-J. Bühler M.D., Schweiz

„Dear Mr. Schaefer,
For the last nine months I have been working increasingly on the basis of the training I had with you in testing sleeping areas, using the neutralization suitcase. With it I have an instrument in my hands which enables me to normalize disturbed sleeping areas, thanks to the Bio-Safe, one of the Geo-Safe-E® products. This was not possible with other methods. It has also been possible to neutralize sleeping areas and obtain normal magnetic fields with normal Bovis units, so far with no failures. I can test everything again or have the room tested; either way, it functions – at least as long as the patient follows the instructions and doesn’t put new sources of disturbance near the bed!
It’s wonderful to experience the often immediate improvement. I am very thankful for the Geo-Safe-E®.“

Andreas Masset, representative of many patient reports

„Dear Mr. Schaefer,
With this letter I just want to tell you how effectively your Geo-Safe-E® works. Since I have placed the Geo-Safe-E® near my bed, I have relaxed sleep and am fully awake and alert in the morning when I get up! Just to emphasize this again, because it is very important for me personally, I no longer feel at all tired and my body feels completely rested. I can begin the day with renewed strength.
This strong positive physical feeling is something I haven’t been able to sense for years!!
When I flew this year to Sedona (USA – Arizona) to visit my sister, I naturally took the Geo-Safe-E® along with me. This time I was able to enjoy relaxed sleep and my full strength for four weeks, although in this area so-called vortexes – the strongest radiation components that exist – are especially intensive. For this reason I am very grateful to you for the Geo-Safe-E®!“
(Author’s note: this was by luck)
Geosafe E®
INDIVIDUALLY ADAPTED
RADIATION NEUTRALIZATION SYSTEM

AGAINST ELECTROSMOG, RADIO WAVES,
AND GROUND RADIATION REACTIONS

WITH A MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

The Geo-Safe-E® neutralizing material is based on 30 years of experience in radioaesthesia. Its effectiveness in neutralizing radiation fields that affect living cells can be proven bioenergetically. These tried and tested principles were further developed over 15 years ago, in order to make radio waves, magnetic and electrical fields compatible for the body. Many doctors have had years of positive experience with Geo-Safe-E. Later the leading German producer of medical-technical bioresonance equipment tested these neutralizers and found them effective on a broad basis. He therefore began producing them. Now over 3000 doctors and therapists in

MORE THAN 70 COUNTRIES
ALL OVER THE WORLD

are working successfully with this radiation neutralization in order to keep people free from the effects of radiation.

www.EMF-Safety.com
THE PRINCIPLE OF NEUTRALIZATION

must be understood in order to comprehend the effectiveness: since there is a different combination of radiation fields (electromog, radio waves, diverse ground radiation) in every sleeping area, it is logical that no neutralizing element with a constant frequency adapted to one location can then be effective in others, where the disturbing frequency mixture is always different. For this reason the Geo-Safe-E® is individually adapted to the disturbing frequency mixture in your sleeping area.

Its effectiveness is based on the combination of over 20 natural substances with varying physical angles of refraction (interference radiation). Optimal neutralization is reached when the type of frequency (material), the intensity (amount), and the best location near the bed are determined.

By moving the bed it is not always possible to find a sleeping place 100% free of radiation (water angle radiation, radio waves, etc.). But with this method the sleeping area can be neutralized and the desired 6500-7000 Bovis units of positive life energy achieved. In this way the Chi (Feng Shui) in an area can also be increased to the level of a personally determined power site.

Magnetic fields and radio waves cannot be magically eliminated. They are still technically measurable IN THE AIR after the neutralization. However, they are no longer medically or technically measurable IN THE BODY, whether by means of bioresonance, electroacupuncture, blood tests, biotensor or kinesiology. This neutralization is not based on information that may become invalid. It functions permanently in accordance with the laws of physics.

If your therapist is still able to measure radiation in your body one month after our neutralization with Geo-Safe-E® and repeated, qualified therapy treatments, and you have carried out all the suggested rehabilitation measures, you then have an immediate MONEY-BACK-GUARANTEE.

Despite the fact that some of the substances used for Geo-Safe-E® are not available on the European market and must be imported, we offer you with Geo-Safe-E® the least expensive (as far as we know) wide-spectrum neutralization, at a fair price with a money-back guarantee.

INTERNATIONALES INSTITUT
GEO-BAUBIOLOGIE

Dieter Schäfer

Lensbachstraße 40
D-52159 Rott b. Aachen (Germany)
www.baubiologie-schaefer.de
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Dr. Schade
A NEUTRALIZER GOES AROUND THE WORLD

Through foreign commissions, analysis by letter, foreign clients who have come to Aachen, the sales of the medical technical companies, as well as the work of some 300 geobiologists, who use this system, the Geo-Safe-E® and Bio-Safe-Neutralizers are found worldwide in doctors' practices and in sleeping areas. (May, 2007)

In countries marked with • there are doctors, homeopaths, and therapists working with Schaefer's neutralizers.

Argentina •
Australia •
Austria •
Bali, INDO
Indonesia •
Belgium •
Bolivia •
Bosnia •
Brazil •
Bulgaria •
Canada •
Czechien •
Chile •
China •
Colombia •
Crete, GR •
Greece •
Croatia •
Denmark •
Dominican Republic •
Dubai, U.A.E •
Egypt •
El Salvador •
England •
Finland •
France •
Georgia •
Germany •
Gibraltar •
Greece •
Guatemala •
Hawaii, USA
Hong Kong, CH •
China •
Hungary •
Iceland •
India •
Indonesia •
Iran •
Ireland •
Israel •
Italy •
Japan •
Kenya •
Korea •
Latvia •
Lebanon •
Luxemburg •
Macedonia •
Malaysia •
Mauritius •
Mexico •
New Zealand •
Netherlands •
N. Antillen,NE •
Oman •
Norway •
Pakistan •
Paraguay •
Poland •
Portugal •
Romania •

Russia •
Saudi Arabia •
Serbia
Slovenia •
South Africa
Spain •
Sri Lanka
Sweden •
Switzerland •
Syria
Taiwan •
Thailand
Tenerife, SP
Turkey •
USA •
Venezuela •
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HAIR ANALYSIS AND NEUTRALIZING AT A DISTANCE

Frequently there have been requests for neutralizations from foreign countries or more distant German cities, which cannot be personally taken care of quickly enough to accompany the doctors' therapy. What began as an experiment quite a few years ago has now become the rule, since the method was so successful: the analysis from a distance by means of information and material.

As all the frequencies in the body are stored in the cells, also those of the blood and hair, the client merely sends a sketch of the sleeping area and some hair for hair analysis. With this information the individual neutralizer can then be prepared. The success of this method has proven to be quite amazing. Since the disturbing radiation can be approximately defined by the substances needed for the composition of the neutralizer, the following situation occurred: A sketch and a few hairs from an Australian farmer's wife arrived to be analyzed. The results of the analysis showed a high degree of electrosmog there. Schaefer's accompanying letter expressed his surprise at this result. The reply was prompt: "We have a cattle farm, and our entire house is surrounded by power lines." These frequencies were measurable in the hair.

As in Australia, this work has been successful in many other countries, with the result that others have heard about the treatment and have then phoned or written for help.

A requirement before the analysis is made should be that all technical equipment has been moved away from the bed.
KINESIOLOGY

Kinesiology offers a possibility of testing and controlling all the formerly mentioned facts: the disturbance, the discovery of the causes for it, and the right mixture for the radiation neutralizer.

Today many holistic medical practitioners and health therapists work with this method, which became known years ago. It was used to diagnose medical problems and find the best treatment for them. The word kinesiology is a compound word, consisting of kinetic = movement and logos = systematic (word). It describes the regulation of energy in the body, under the influence of objects or statements to which we react either positively (strongly) or negatively (weakly). The Mayas used this simple method to distinguish drinkable water from non-drinkable water.

The reaction to specific objects can be tested by means of any muscle; however, we usually use the arm muscle in an extended position. In kinesiology we can observe the movements of the body. The brain sends information to the muscles, which then react with movement. Information about these muscle movements is then sent back to the brain. There is a constant exchange of information between the muscles and the brain. If our subconscious receives information which is negative for the body, it immediately sends the information to our conscious mind to warn us. This takes place by means of electrical impulses that create a short-term mini-stress in the brain, and that weakens the arm muscle. Our entire system works, as mentioned, by means of the finest electrical currents (70 mV). If electrical current is needed in the brain to deal with the mini-stress, then the arm has less current and therefore less strength. The command, “Strong arm!” is only an electrical impulse from the brain via the nerves to the muscle.

For example: if we take something in our hand or hold our hand over an object or the bed, we can tell by the weak or strong reaction of the muscles in the other arm whether we are dealing with positive or negative energy in relation to our body.
By working with kinesiology, you can communicate with the subconscious mind and connect with an invisible reality. To do this you need to be informed about the laws of kinesiology and act accordingly. Simply playing at kinesiological testing will result in failure. You can learn about this method from doctors, health therapists and kinesiologists at seminars all over the world.

It is important to understand this interplay of energy in our body. The interaction between the meridians familiar in Chinese acupuncture or in chakras (energy centers described in Indian Ayurveda medicine) and our glandular system and muscles must be considered in this process. If, for instance, the thymus gland is not fully activated, the electrolysis (fluid balance) is off-balance or the energy system is blocked, then the kinesiology test could produce incorrect results.

Not only should this all be learned; it is also necessary to know how to bring any possible systemic problems back into balance. Before you start with the actual testing, you first do a preliminary test in order to exclude systemic problems. Afterwards there are many possibilities that can be tested. It is very important to conduct the test without having any expectations of your own, so as to avoid incorrect test results. Therapists use this method frequently; "touch for health" is a method known world-wide. Through kinesiology the body corrections can be made and healing processes stimulated.

The geo-biologist, however, limits himself to searching for disturbances and neutralizing the sleeping or working area. For Schaefer this method in sleeping areas is a relatively reliable possibility for checking his own work, so that when patients are later examined by their doctors, the results are positive. When a dowser tests his own neutralization results with the divining rod or the pendulum, a good measure of trust is necessary. Kinesiology, however, can immediately demonstrate the radiation change in the sleeping area or working place.

At this point I would like to warn you again about unscrupulous and thoughtless behavior regarding these energy fields. We have a high degree of responsibility for the people who have put their trust in us.
THE PAST AND THE PRESENT

WHY ARE THERE SO MANY MODERN DISEASES?

Long ago human beings were probably more sensitive and intuitive in avoiding noxious earth fields. It was standard procedure to call for a dowser or a radial aesthetist, to rely on the reactions of house pets, or to stamp down a 12-inch-thick layer of clay to make a solid floor in a house.

The crystal structure of clay (containing silicon), if at least 12 inches thick, has the ability to neutralize the ionizing radiation of a water line - however, only this radiation. With such a layer, one could even have a well in the house!

People used to live more in harmony with nature: they drank their well water; in other words, they absorbed the counter-frequency of all the radiation present (homeopathy). They used the blossoms of the elder, which always grows above water-line radiation, to make pancakes (an old recipe) and pressed the elder berries to make juice. They lived with their water lines and the products of their frequencies. The remaining energetic tension that they absorbed from the water lines was easy to discharge because they were adequately "grounded", not only because of their work in the fields, but mainly because of their connection to the earth. They didn't have plastic soles on their shoes or synthetic floors between them and the earth.

Today it is very hard to be in harmony with the earth. Modern man wakes up in the morning, puts on his slippers with plastic soles, walks on a synthetic carpet to the bathroom and drinks water (if at all) "enriched" with chlorine, herbicides and pesticides, added before being run through copper pipes, whose metal strongly alters the cluster structure of the water. And then his breakfast contains food preservatives.

Then he gets into his car, which is usually not grounded, with its electric and electromagnetic charges and drives to work. In the office he sits at his desk on a statically charged plastic floor. There he spends the day surrounded by electric, magnetic and static fields in front of his computer, which gives off radioactivity and other radiation!

Having been surrounded by all the electrical installations and pulsating frequencies in the air all day, he then goes the same "charged" way back home. There the television set is waiting, and he can eat a microwave dinner, usually with various food preservatives and additives. Later he retires to his bed (which may be standing on a synthetic floor) with the digital cell phone and clock-radio near the head of the bed.
In the nightly regeneration phase he then relaxes each cell, his electric nervous system, his ferrous blood, and water (cluster) system while lying on a metal-spring mattress, which distorts the earth’s magnetic field, is electrically charged and capable of picking up radio waves. He may possibly be lying over a noxious geopathic area: a water line, a geological rupture, crossed Hartmann Lines, a Curry-line, etc.....

Is there anything to be astonished about?

This is called PROGRESS. And when the cell tension is advanced, the patient turns up at the doctor's office. Hopefully, a doctor or health therapist who is working with frequency medicine is able to find the source of the illness and direct him to an examination of his sleeping area.

In such cases, Schaefer is often able to give a good prognosis for a quick improvement, if you are prepared to change the present circumstances and acknowledge ancient wisdom. Usually an examination of the sleeping area can help, but it is wise to have the check-up before you get ill.

Please note: many therapists claim to be working in a holistic way (body and soul). However, how can a therapy be holistic when all the radiation which negatively affects the body at night is generally ignored? All the formerly mentioned types of rays function in the regeneration phase against frequency therapy and homoeopathy and often render them useless, thereby causing relapses.

Most therapies work better and more permanently if we start at the source: disturbances in the bedroom and working area. We hope that this report has made these facts logically understandable, for homeopathy also consists of frequencies. It is a gentle frequency, usually gentler than those of geopathology or electrosmog!

If you stop to think about how expensive the furnishings of your apartment were, how much money you spend on luxury items, special food items or special therapy, then an examination and neutralization should be worth the money.

Ah yes, and then of course there may be the partner, who says this is all humbug!

Well, if this book has not given enough logical bio-physical evidence so far, then the following pages will give some natural proof of these theories.

And otherwise the question remains: is the earth still flat?

ONLY YOU YOURSELF CAN AND MUST DECIDE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.
In a cubic meter of topsoil, there are about 20,000 seeds. Nature decides which seeds will grow. This not only depends on the minerals in the soil and the moisture, but also on the right radiation. Each seed decides on its own whether it finds itself in the right environment, and if it does, then it starts growing. A single seed has the characteristics of a mini-computer.

Because the cells of plants go through an electro-biological process similar to human cells, the right radiation is also very important to them. There are radiation-seekers and radiation-avoiders in the world of plants, and if you train yourself to do so, you can learn to recognize the radiation situation in nature.

In nature there are many typical herbs that help to identify different types of soil, but it is easier to recognize the radiation conditions by looking at the trees. The requirement for healthy natural tree growth is that the tree itself decides what spot it wants to grow on.

There is a saying in Germany about trees during a thunder storm: "Buchen suchen, Eichen weichen." (Search for a beech, avoid the oak), and there is some truth in that. The oak has taproots and therefore loves soil structures that are good water conductors, which enables it to conduct lightning well. Since it is also fond of the earth-magnetic force, it thrives over water lines or water-line angle-radiation. This gives the oak strength, and it is therefore known as the power tree. Because the earth-magnetic force (10 mV. water lines) is in the tree and it is therefore charged, it has a higher risk of being hit by lightning. The latest films on lightning research show that lightning doesn't just happen to strike.

In a thunderstorm the ion charge in the air changes (the top and bottom layer of air exchange their +/- charges), the flash originates in the clouds, travels exactly 2/3 of its way to earth, and is then "picked up" by the strongest charge found there. This can be seen clearly in a slow-motion film. In order to strike, the lightning needs a charged object on the ground. The perfect object is the power-laden oak tree because it is charged by the magnetism of the water lines (just as churches are, whose charged situation will be explained later).

If you take a walk through a forest of oak trees, look at the tops of the trees. It shouldn’t take long, especially in the late fall, to find a tree that has been struck by lightning.
Unlike the oak tree, the beech tree does not thrive on earth-magnetism and will not willingly plant itself there. So, as a rule, you can assume you will be safe under a beech tree in a storm, as long as it was not planted by man!

We have learned from ancient writings that the Germanic shamans had to sleep on clay soil under oak trees in order to be empowered. The 12 inches of clay served as a protection against negative earth radiation, because of the neutralizing quality of silicon (which it contains), so the shaman could absorb the positive content of the radiation in his sleep.

This knowledge was used by the builders of the past. The cellar or ground floor was made of 12 inches of stamped clay, regardless of the composition or firmness of the existing soil. This ancient knowledge, like all good ancient knowledge, has almost been superceded by modern thinking.

Another typical water-radiation-seeker is the elder. It thrives wonderfully on water radiation (also a 45° angle radiation), and it is very hard for a gardener to get rid of it when the elder has decided to grow somewhere. It will only plant itself where its seed finds the right radiation.

Ivy is also a radiation-seeker. The rampant growth of ivy is very interesting to observe. It will grow on a whole line of trees, then leave out three or four, only to be seen on some of the following trees. Even after many, many years it will not grow on the other trees. The answer is - waterline radiation! Another typical attribute of the ivy is that it is a bipolar plant. This means that it alternates between left and right spin in the daytime and at night and therefore has the ability to neutralize the radiation penetrating the tree it grows on. It is not a parasite but a helper. The trees overgrown
by ivy will not develop cancer or become crooked. However, ivy cannot neutralize a home; it is more likely an indication that the house is under heavy radiation. By the way, a box tree also cannot offer protection against radiation.

The strongest indicator of radiation is the mistletoe. It can only grow where there is intense radiation, where an intensive left-spin is created by the earth. This also has a logical application: alternative frequency medicine and homeopathy heal by the laws of nature. "Like heals like." and therefore mistletoe products are used for fighting cancer. Mistletoe is also used in conventional medicine. Since its frequency is similar to the cancer frequency, mistletoe should thrive where a cancer frequency exists, in noxious zones where the radiation is strongest.

Thorn bushes such as blackberry, raspberry, and others are also radiation seekers. This makes it clear why some garden owners have healthy, juicy raspberries, and their neighbors just a few feet farther away never have a good yield and are constantly fighting off bugs. These bushes are planted in the wrong location and don’t have the necessary radiation - life energy - to develop healthy fruit and a good immune system to ward off parasites. The others abound in healthy energy, because they are planted above water lines - useful for the raspberries in contrast to human beings, who would get ill.

That’s why it is also advisable to determine the planting area for an orchard by the use of the divining rod.

In our garden we had an apple tree that bore only two apples, unlike the others which had a full load, and the branches were twisted. The reason: a geological rupture.

After neutralizing the tree, we were delighted the following year to see it full of apples. Apple trees are radiation avoiders, as are most other fruit trees.

However, trees will not just die of radiation but will develop, like humans, various diseases such as cancer or other malignant growths, because the cells have no other way of reacting to radiation.

Of course, there is the possibility of genetically determined cancer in human beings, because the gene frequency is a decisive factor. Besides, every type of radiation affects the genes and then manifests itself through the genes. Yet in nature we still see that some tree areas are badly affected, regardless of the type of tree. It is hardly possible that all these trees with gene disorders have been exiled to the same area. The vicinity of Aachen is full of geopathologically caused disorders because of the thousand water lines and geological folds of the hills. That is why you can find numerous examples of cell disorders in this area.
1 year after the neutralisation, full of apples.
Most hikers who walk through nature are not trained to study nature critically and think nothing of such cancer growths on trees or unusual rampant growth. And nobody notices the many small (emergency) twigs growing from the roots, which a tree produces even when it is fully grown and strong, if it feels threatened.

The parting of tree trunks is another proof of negative earth radiation. Besides that, we can see twisted or divided tree trunks or trees growing in zig-zag formation. And now and then we see parted trunks growing back together again after a few feet (at Hangerweiher, Aachen, near the water, in the vicinity of the boat house).
It really is amazing how inventive nature can be if it comes to avoiding radiation - how it reacts and lets trunks or branches turn away to survive. In professional circles this is called an "elephant foot", if the tree has a large cancer growth at the base of the trunk. It looks as though it is trying to neutralize the radiation so that the tree can grow taller.

Witch broom is also a reaction to radioactivity. It looks almost like a bird's nest in the tree but is just a small rampant growth between the twigs. It is not only found in the Black Forest, because of the high radon radiation, but occasionally also in the forests near Aachen.

The Von Halfern Park in Aachen is a good example of artificial planting without consideration of field radiation. At the entrance to the park, there is a wonderful tree, which really had to fight to survive. The limbs at the bottom of the tree have grown in all directions in order to flee the noxious rays of a geological fault and are covered by cancerous growth. Only the middle trunk is covered with ivy, which neutralizes, so that the trunk can grow upright.
If we have cancer, we take chemical medication and undergo operations. It helps for a while but then, often enough, the cancer returns. People, however, don't usually flee from their bed's location. But have you ever heard that people with sleeping disorders slept much better on vacation than at home? Or that women could suddenly conceive somewhere else? It may be that not only the more relaxed atmosphere plays a role in such cases.

In this new esoteric age many people are finding their way back to a higher sensibility through meditation and reflection. There are more and more people who can feel energy in their hands. Often enough they are drawn to such trees, and if they touch or embrace the tree, they feel an intensive tingling. But be careful! You should know that you could charge yourself with negative energy! It is much better to look for strong, healthy trees to charge yourself positively.

By the way, do you know what nature looked like on your property before your home was built? This can give you an idea about the radiation in your bedroom!

Fleeing and twisted growth
ANIMALS

Animals have better instincts than man. Animals are also seekers and avoiders. Wasps like to build their nests on radiation fields, and bees are known to produce more honey if their honeycombs are on a geopathological field. Ants like paths over water lines. If Schaefer neutralizes a water line, the ants change their path. If you are building a house, an ancient trick for finding the right location for the bedroom is to place an ant hill (if you have one available) on the intended spot and then check the next day whether it is still on the same spot. If it is, don’t build your bedroom there (radiation source). If not, this is the right place to put your bedroom.

Dogs, however, usually avoid radiation. Years ago they were used as geobiologists, and the same was done with livestock (cows, pigs, horses, etc.) if there was no field diviner available. They were fenced in at night and were then watched, to see where they preferred to sleep. This was the place to build the bedroom and/or inner court. But don’t trust the modern dog. You can’t rely on them anymore, because they have often been over-bred and have lost some of their normal instincts. In addition they will do almost anything, even if it goes against their instinct, because of their love for man. They even let themselves be ordered onto a radiation field. You are better off trusting a homeless stray dog to find a place free of radiation.

And how about our domesticated farm animals? They are put in the smallest stables with no possibility of reacting in a natural way. However, the animals’ cells still react naturally to the radiation.

Horse breeders are known to have problem stalls. No matter which animal is put in the stall, it develops some disease. Here in Aachen there was a case of a horse owner having problems with his horse. It was ill for over three years, and its owner spent over 2000 dollars in medical fees without seeing any improvement, until he decided to have the stall geobiologically tested for radiation. The outcome was positive. He was advised to put the horse in another stall. The horse is now well, and no more money has been spent on the veterinarian. Mr. Schaefer has solved such problems on numerous occasions, if not by moving the animal, then by neutralizing the area.

These successes are also convincing for animal therapists. This was the case, for instance, with Susanne Benner, who is specialized in treating horses holistically, but if necessary, also treats cows.

Sceptical at first, she soon became convinced, after seeing the healing success of the Geo-Safe-E®. As a bioresonance therapist for animals, she had been able for a long
time to determine the radiation resonance in the body and neutralize it. In order to keep the harmful earth rays, E-smog pollution and radio radiation permanently out of the body, many therapies were repeatedly necessary, and the neutralization methods known to her had always proved to be ineffective.

This changed with the individual frequency-adapted Geo-Safe-E®. She successfully tried out the system herself and is pleased, as are many other therapists, to have found something that helps heal her patients and protect them from relapses. After this she took courses with Schaefer, in order to be able to recognize the disturbing radiation fields that were the cause for therapy and then to neutralize them. She describes here her healing success with her own horse.

**Dustin 181** who was bought in 1998 to save him from being slaughtered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breed</td>
<td>German warm-blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>dressage and jumping,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a wander horse for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>longer distances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clinical Report**

Bad general condition, geopathological pollution, COB (chronic obstructive bronchitis), chronic sinus, liver and kidney damage, too much gall bladder bile, eczema and warts, a crooked left hip, podotrochlosis (hoof roll), pencil break on the left front leg, bad hoof horn, malanders on all four legs, strong back pain, neck and back problems (was only ridden on the bit), allergic (to hay dust), the eyes tear, freezes easily and shivers himself warm, no self-confidence, which shows itself in skittishness, general nervousness, submissive behavior towards other horses.

**Treatment**

First conservative medical treatment with no real improvement. Three veterinarians treated him for two years. The cough was still there, the hip crooked, back pain as usual. Actually, everything was the same, except that the warts were gone and his liver count relatively stable. Afterwards he was trained by Susanne Benner, homeopath for horses, who treated him with acupuncture, homeopathy and bioresonance. Around 30 treatments were necessary! Finally the stable was neutralized with the Geo-Safe-E® system. The following summer the first signs of relaxation and good health appeared, and he was then put in an open stable with a mare. Susanne Benner wrote us, “After a long period of suffering for the horse, I now have an absolutely healthy and active horse, which is bringing up our two colts with great
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dedication, takes long rides with me for several days, and is the leader of our herd.
From the long list of illnesses only the broken bone (in the form of a ganglion) and
the crooked hip remain, which I only notice when galloping with him.
In the pig sty we often find the same problems. The former common sense of farmers
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Patient Sinbad was treated for four years without success. Loss of hair, eczema, itching and many
allergies were a torture for him. Four months after the neutralization and accompanying
bioresonance therapy, Sinbad was healed and had no relapse. In a letter to Mr. Schaefer Mrs. Benner
said: „Without the Geo-Safe-E® I wouldn't have had such healing successes.”

has been replaced by profits-and-turnover thinking and antibiotics. Many sick animals
standing on noxious areas cannot be helped by chemicals - which then go into our
food chain! The answer is to slaughter the animals at an early age. This would never
have happened to the former radiation-conscious farmer.
The same fate awaits cows who have to stay in a six-foot square stall and don’t have
the possibility of avoiding any positive radiation.
In May 1998 a camera team ventured into this technically unproven area with a
practical example: in a cattle barn there had been problems over a long period of
time, which the veterinarian couldn’t solve. The farmer decided to ask a field diviner
to examine the barn. He found a water line running under the metal grating the cows had to stand on. The metal increased the radiation. The gruesome pictures reminded one of BSE: one of the cows held one leg in the air almost the entire day. The barn was neutralized, and the cows' health problems were over. The results were almost unbelievable. Then without telling the farmer, the camera team decided to test this result by experiment. They took the neutralizer away for a few days and then replaced it. They did this several times. The results were always the same: either the cows were immediately problem-free, or their problems reappeared quickly. It was very convincing.

At the end of the show they interviewed a scientist about this. Annoyed and furious, he claimed this was not technically proven by the experiment and it could be a suggestive effect! But the cows have no knowledge, so they cannot believe in something, and nevertheless, they still had this reaction. The farmer was not interested in what the scientist had to say. He left the neutralizer in the barn, because his cows were free of all former symptoms.

A more peaceful example comes from Mr. Schaefer’s circle of doctors: a horse in the meadow preferred nibbling on grass stubble rather than grazing on high, green grass under an electrical power-line pylon.

But to return to the cow barn: The following pictures show a newly built barn in Selfkant on the border to the Netherlands. The cows, which moved around freely, used the stalls briefly at first and then ignored them completely. All the cows avoided the entire row, under which a water line runs. They also could not be tempted into them with straw. Schaefer placed two Geo-Safe-E® neutralizers on the correct places in the barn, and after a few days the cows finally went to the resting places they had

Many animals experience noxious radiation strongly and avoid it if they can. The cows tried to stand two to a box on the opposite side. After the individual frequency-adapted radiation neutralization with the Geo-Safe-E®, the cows accepted their new stalls.
avoided before.

The actual problems are not the visible ones, but the invisible ones. Many illnesses, particularly udder infections, but also problems with the milk quality occur frequently. These are conditions that are a threat to an existence.

We also received many reports that were more extreme from foreign colleagues. They are now working with the Geo-Safe-E®. Animals forced to stay in a certain area, which were not helped by other neutralizing agents, had to be destroyed and showed widespread cancer in their inner organs.

If we human beings had more natural animal instincts, we would take less medication and think more about where we sleep or work and what we put in our bedrooms and working places.

Though most animals and pets show us by their avoidance of radiation where we should sleep, cats show us the places where we should avoid sleeping or working. The cat is the only mammal with a natural left-spin of the cells. It loves the radiation fields. This also explains why a cat loves to lie on a rheumatic knee. The person with rheumatism is then free of complaints for a short while. You can always find cats on radiation spots when they are relaxing or recharging. They almost always rest on the exact same spot, even in our beds! This should be a warning!

An amusing example: Mr. Schaefer once neutralized a bedroom in which a cat always slept at the foot end of the bed - also at night. Three days after the neutralization the clients called and told him that ever since the bedroom had been neutralized, the cat disappeared at night. They finally found its new sleeping place: in exactly the same area one floor below the neutralized bed, in the basement! Could the neutralizer also have had a suggestive effect on the cat's beliefs?
All the ancient churches and Celtic cult places were built on energyladen sites. Not only ecclesiastical institutions, but also emperors and statesmen from Europe and even China used the help of field diviners. And even the pope, John Paul II, had his bed examined by this method. When an Arabian sheik rented a floor in the Hotel Quellenhof in Aachen, he brought his own dowser with him and then had all the furniture re-arranged after the man had examined the area.

All people aware of these things use this ancient knowledge. By giving a few examples I would like to make this more clear.

It is common knowledge that many churches have been built over the old Celtic cult places. This is also true of the church of Weyer in Mechernich, Germany. It was repeatedly restored with construction chemicals, but this resulted in the paint flaking off.

After a geobiological examination it became clear that a large water line flowed underground the length of the church. This is common in all the old churches. The ionizing radiation of the water line cannot penetrate the chemical substances and was therefore responsible for the paint flaking off, since the moisture could not escape. This strength should not be underestimated!

Even the Romans and their forefathers, as well as people for centuries afterwards, used mineral-based paint, which mixed well with the water-line radiation and let the radiation through without resistance.
In further radial-aesthetistic examinations of the church, we came across a typical power spot: a geological fold intersecting a water line. On top of that, at the same spot, was a Hartmann-line intersection. Because of this, there were three energy points at one place. Since we are dealing here with a physical field effect, there has to be a negative and a positive pole. By coincidence, the three disturbing points caused the altar to be a positive (charging) point, and the negative (discharging) point was about six feet in front of the altar. By pure chance a Celtic cultstone was found inside the altar during a total restoration. That means that when the church was built many years ago, no one dared to remove this stone!

The foundation of the Celtic cult place was also found under the church floor, and therefore this floor plan could be made. From the position of the cultstone we can see that the Celtic judge (today, the priest) stood on the charging point, presumably in order to be energetically charged. The accused person (today, the kneeling sinner) had to stand in front of him on the discharging point, probably in order to block the accused man's creative thinking, or perhaps in order to increase his sensibility and let him feel the power and energy of the person before him. In a positive sense, it might have been a way to reduce his "overcharged" energy.

The original cult places were just about 9 by 15 feet in size. Later the large churches were built over them, usually with steps up to the altar, and the priests continued to make use of this powerful location, created by means of earth radiation. The priest always stood on the charging point. Now the question could arise, "Why? I thought that geopathology was harmful!" From previous times we know that a priest was allowed to celebrate only three masses a day. If it were necessary to have more, then another priest would hold them. A priest could certainly work more, but if he did so at the altar, he might over-charge himself.

Even when a place is very positively charged, the bedroom should nevertheless be radiation-neutral. Energetically discharging points can also be used positively. Just think about this situation: you are worried, having problems or stress in some area. Common expressions for this would be: "I am totally fed up (over-charged)" or "My head feels like it is going to explode!" This is because you are experiencing your own physical, overloaded tension. If you then go to a discharging point, you will get rid of some of this tension and feel much freer afterwards.

In churches there are several charging and discharging points where we can either physically and psychologically unload ourselves or be recharged with life energy. The French physicist, Alfred Bovis, developed a measuring scale for radial aesthetists, which helps them measure how high or low the amount of energy in a building or area is. With Bovis units the vital energy of a person or place can be measured. (Definition of „Radiästhesie“: frequency sensibility)
The frequency of a healthy person is between 6500 and 7000 Bovis units (BU). Should the frequency be lower for a given period of time, then this person is ill; he lacks life-energy. If the frequency is over 10,000 or even 20,000 BU, then this person has healing hands. A power point is distinguished by the high Bovis-unit energy it radiates. At about 20,000 BU we talk about a strong power point or area, that can be sensed by many people. They say: “My body is tingling all over.”

To increase the geopathologically caused radiation, we use resonance radiation. A dome is used to reflect the earth radiation. That is why many radial aesthetists report that they have measured higher vibrations in mosques than in western churches.

The manipulation of earth energy reached a peak in the Aachen Cathedral. The thermal vein that runs the length of the cathedral was enriched with eight artificial water lines placed in octagonal form under the floor - if we can believe the examinations of three leading radial aesthetists.

Eight artificial water lines have also been so positioned at the back of the cathedral, under Charlemagne’s shrine, that the frequencies reach 90,000 BU there. According to the most well-known radial aesthetist in the German-speaking area, Blanche Merz, that makes this point in the Aachen Cathedral one of the energetically strongest places in Europe. Other churches in Germany have used different ways of manipulating energy. In former times pole stones were often utilized. By using these stones it was

---

**With Bovix units the vital energy of a person or place can be measured.**

**The Aachen Cathedral**

*Energy manipulation by means of water lines*
possible to re-pole the water lines from negative to positive charges before they flowed under the church. Where the water lines left the church territory, they were de-poled back to their original negative poling. That way the positive charge was only noticeable on the church grounds but not in the surrounding areas.

Years ago the real masters of energy used their knowledge to find force fields and then make use of them.

Professor Joerg Purner from the University of Innsbruck has examined numerous churches, Celtic cult places and stone circles all over Europe and discovered that they all have special earth radiation qualities. Even before there were buildings on these powerful sites, they were designated and used. We are talking about the numerous stone circles that date back to ancient times.

The strongest radiation is always in the middle of these circles. As these force fields are always surrounded by resonance waves, the outer borders were always marked by stones, each of which also had its own frequencies. Whoever stood inside one of these circles must have felt the special atmosphere.

If we become aware of these facts, it should be clear that the profession of a field diviner is one of the oldest occupations in the world.

In the Vatican decree of 1924, the Catholic Church declared that field diviners could use the rod to find water wells or for sleeping-area examinations, but otherwise the rod was considered a tool of the devil! (Could it be that they didn't want people to know about the energetic power sites in churches - to prevent them from asking questions about power points?) Tracing force fields and using them properly or even manipulating them has helped people stay healthy and strong for many millennia. On the other hand, negative radiation in the bedroom has brought illness and death to many people. Would today's society rather sell chemicals and radiating appliances than spend more money on bedroom and working-area research in order to keep people healthy?

This chapter is meant to get people more interested in churches and to arouse slumbering powers in themselves.
EXAMINATION OF A CHURCH NEAR HEINSBERG

After Schaefer had helped two priests by examining and neutralizing their bedrooms, computers, cars, and cell phones, he was asked to check their churches.

Illustration on the following page:
Excavations in a church near Heinsberg in 1948. In this plan of the church from 1830 (with the small choir loft from 1888-89) one can see the foundation of the earlier building. This foundation lies diagonal to the present building. Underneath the round posts of the early wooden Christian church is a larger Celtic graveyard.

Overlapped diagrams of this site
Different sacred buildings were built on this site. The first one was a Celtic cult place. It is interesting that the first church built there had two rooms - the church itself and a foreroom. The purpose of the small room was unclear until a diviner examination was made. In the following illustrations it is evident that the upper part of the church, the energetically stronger area, was for the priests.
The strongest energy of the force fields is concentrated in the upper part of the church, where the priests are.

The topic of force fields goes much further. This book, however, deals only with noxious force fields and with some power sites. Nevertheless, we want to make these results known to other radial aesthetists.
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EPILOGUE

In many seminars and also in the media the danger of electrosmog has been explained and demonstrated, but many people will not give up their disturbing appliances in the bedroom. Thus we can only conclude that we have to allow them their illnesses. People who don't want to change anything, apparently want to keep their illness. Those who won't take preventive measures, seem to prefer to get ill first, before thinking of making improvements.

In holistic medicine, illness is seen as a possibility for correction. Most people are only ready to change after they have gotten ill and the doctor or health therapist orders a sleeping-area examination. Even then, many are unable to understand the connection between the human energy field and the environmental energy field. In my opinion there is a lack of easily understandable, explanatory literature on the market.

If you have understood the contents of this text, wouldn't it be wise to make sure that your bedroom and the children's bedrooms are 100% radiation free, in order to allow your bodies a stress-free, cell regeneration phase? Because of my health problems, I made drastic changes in my bedroom and immediately felt better. I am convinced of these connections.

I hope that with this book I have been able to pass on my own experience in words that everyone can understand, in order to help those who are open to this subject and to spare them further problems, suffering and illness. THAT IS MY INTENTION!

(I, at least, have lost all my allergies by considering these factors and neutralizing my bedroom!)

It is important for the future to spread this knowledge, which combines ancient wisdom with modern science. This is the lifework of Schaefer, and in addition to his daily sleeping-area consultations, he trains dowsers and conducts other seminars on weekends. In the seminars he not only explains the disturbing fields and gives tips on how to improve the sleeping area, but he also informs people about kinesiology and gives practical tips on how to use it.

Once a month he meets with doctors and health therapists from two different groups to share experiences about radiation and illnesses. He also organizes conferences at which doctors and other health therapists are informed about these problems.

Furthermore it is possible to learn how to read nature and see the effects of radiation by careful observation. On excursions to churches and ancient Celtic cult places we
explain how the energy fields have been positively used there for thousands of years. As you have read in this book, rod divining is now scientifically and medically based. True holistic therapy therefore should include an examination of the sleeping area - but only by a qualified expert.

I hope that this report has aroused new interest in this subject and has placed ancient wisdom in a new light. This would give new life to the task of helping people and the fascination of GEO.BIO.LOGY.

However, in spite of all my explanations and warnings, I would like to quote the final sentence in Roland Kübler's fairy tale, "The Gift of the Maji"

You know, my son, it is often important to collect a person from where he is at the moment. But sometimes it is equally important to leave a person where he wants to be!

I wish you all the best.

Luise Weidel
SOME EXCURSIONS

...good, that there are always a few days for private testing after we have completed international contracts. I’d like to present some of the results in the following reports.

INDIA

In India we examined the house of Louise and Hans-Joerg Becker, a municipal architect. They had bought property in the Divine Valley project. The springs for the water tower flowed right by the house.
In the desert of the Holy Land, Sheik Ibrahim was planning a large housing settlement for religious believers. In three days of searching we were able to find three possible drilling sites for wells, which would provide enough water for many people and gardens.
In contrast to sacred places in the West, the Chinese power centers are constructed nach Feng Shui, geomantrical lines and their own type of harmonious symmetry. These energetic aids can be found in the emperor's palace in Peking, the Hall of Harmony and also in other residences of the emperor.

A picture says more than a thousand words. In Shanghai, too, no electronic measuring device is still! Since the emperor of China had neither a cell phone nor a computer, the radiation neutralization is more important than Feng Shui today in modern China, in order to energetically support the people there.
The „conquest of China“ by the Geo-Safe-E® happened without our knowledge. Dr. Orlando Lin from Peking successfully sold them, together with bioresonance machines over 60 times to hospitals. Here they have also discovered through testing that 80% of all Chinese suffer from geopathological disturbances and electrosmog, as well as radio-wave radiation – without realizing it, though, since no-one traces the patients' problems back to radiation. The tests showed that Feng Shui offered no help for physical illness caused by radiation. Dr. Lin is so enthusiastic about the success with the Geo-Safe-E® that he visited Schaefer in Germany, in order to teach his system in China.

At the moment approximately 300,000,000 Chinese use cell phones. Whether on the foggy heights of the Great Wall or in the mountains of the romantic Li River – cell-phone towers are everywhere.

At the end of our China excursion we had an unusual experience: traveling by magnetic train at the speed of 300 miles an hour to the airport. Our opinion of the „low flying experience“: better to spend a few minutes in this magnetic field than considerably more time in the 16 2/3 Herz field of the normal trains.

Shortly after our return the first Chinese delegation visited Mr. Schaefer in Aachen, to talk about training possibilities in China. Here they are doing some practical exercises in the seminar gardens.
In Thailand we were astonished to discover that not only the small temples but also the large Bangkok temple measured no more than 8,000 BE. Could it be that the rulers of Thailand just wanted to build an optical showpiece next to their palace? Has the earth radiation changed over the years? At any rate we could find no strong energy here. But all the Buddha statues had a field of 12,000 BE.
In Romania we examined the mountain near Dracula's castle. The owner had had positive experiences with field diviners and therefore asked us to check his property. It was a good thing that he did! On the exact spot where he had planned to build a house, we found a geological fold. The house has now been built - but a little farther away from the health-hazardous fold.
EXTERN STONES

Investigations at this ancient power site confirm the claims of extraordinary frequencies and vibrations being present at these initiation sites (Bielefeld, Germany). A good place to go for an outing, in order to experience this yourself.
SWEDEN

Also in northern European countries we can find many power sites that are proof of Celtic heritage. After we had neutralized a home, we still had enough time to investigate this.
Our examinations in Chartres confirmed the conclusions of other radial aesthetists. It is one of the most powerful sites in Europe.

If you walk the cathedral’s labyrinth, you can clearly feel the energy.
For field seminars we can go to churches or to some of the Celtic cult places where the energy of such places is very perceptible. They all lie around Aachen and can be reached within less than two hours. Here, for example, Weris.
After a research assignment on Tenerife we had enough time left to do some hobby investigations. The huge pyramids of Tenerife are similar to the ones in Mexico. They were not only laid out with radial aesthetics in mind but at intersecting points of the planets. In the case of the pyramid below, the lines of the sun, moon, Venus and Mercury meet here.
ENGLAND

The stone mason, Brian Sumbler, from Avebury invited us for the midsummer night, but it was hard for us to work there with the divining rod, since we were not sure what questions we should ask. Therefore we decided in Avebury as well as in Stonehenge (below left) to simply be open to the effects of the energy. It seemed too presumptuous to make statements about these areas, since everyone experiences them differently.

The caves of Cheddar were huge old water lines. After some geological activity the direction of the water changed, and one can clearly see how the rock was formed by enormous forces over a period of many years.
In Bali we neutralized the sleeping area and office of a German emigrant, who deals with jewelry. Here too, no one thinks about how they make use of the civilized energy.

At The Temple of the Holy Waters we measured 55,000 Bovis units. The president of Bali built his villa on the mountain next to it. Apparently he feels or knows about this energy.

The old Palace of the King has the same high level of energy. Because of the tuff rocks it appears deserted, but it is definitely worth a visit.
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Orlando Lin
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After years of unsuccessful treatment for allergies by allopathic doctors, the author, Luise Weidel, got acquainted with the geobiologist, Dieter Schaefer, from Aachen. All her problems disappeared after her sleeping area was neutralized and she had had some bioresonance therapy. This aroused her interest in the topic "Radiation Fields". Her ability to see the aura and to feel energy fields led to positive and helpful collaboration with Schaefer, who also trains people in the use of the divining rod. Subsequently she accompanied him as often as possible to house examinations and on foreign assignments.

In order to give patients and others interested in this area some understanding of the effects of noxious rays on the sleeping and working areas, she collected and presented his seminar topics in this book. With fascinating simplicity she has written for people not familiar with this subject area about the following topics: different geopathological types of earth radiation, electrosmog factors, why human cells react to these frequencies and neutralizing methods that proved effective in medical practices.

She expands these connections “making them as exciting as reading a novel” (according to the commentaries of doctors who read the book), with examples and explanations: how different animals react to the energy fields, how different trees give information about energy fields and how churches and Celtic cult places cause a bioenergetic reaction in human beings.

SELDOM HAS ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE, COMBINED WITH THE MOST RECENT SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL ADVANCES, BEEN EXPLAINED SO CLEARLY WITH THE SIMPLE INTENTION OF KEEPING PEOPLE HEALTHY.

**Radiation mixture "Chord"**

Each room has a different mixture of noxious radiation. So it’s logical that there can never be one neutralization product which is effective everywhere. The contents of the Geo-Safe-E series, however, are individually adapted to the various radiation mixtures.
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